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NOTATION 

aQ, a, b, cQ, c = constants 

Cl» C2, •••, Cg = integration constants 

d = extrapolated distance 

D-, , Dp = diffusion coefficients, Dn = diffusion coefficient 
in fuel 

= energy released per fission 

f(t) = function of time or irradiation time 

fl(x), f2(x) = functions of x 

F(cr), F-^(cr) = functions of effective stress 

g(T) = function of temperature or irradiation temperature 

Sl(x), g2(x) = functions of x 

^i' ^t = irradiation and thermal-cycling growth coefficients 

Si» gg = constants 

G, H, J, &i, Gg = constants 

h, h^, hg = thickness of inner and outer cladding 

H(e) = function of effective strain 

In(K, r*), I-, (k. Ta), Ig(%, r,) = modified Bessel functions of 
the first kind of the ith order, 
i = 0, 1, 2 

(k. r, ), K-, ( k. r, ), K0(^r, ) = modified Bessel functions of 
011 J- i i d x 1 the second kind of the ith 

order, i = 0, 1, 2 

J-., Jp> J3 = first, second and third stress invariants for 
fuel material 

J0 = second stress invariant for cladding material 
^c 
k = thermal conductivity of fuel material 
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I, V - actual and extrapolated lengths of fuel element 

Lq, L = initial and final lengths of fuel specimen 

M]_, Mg, = constants 

N = number of atoms or number of cycles, n = neutron density 

p = strain parameter 

9.2, q.g = slowing-dowa densities of neutrons in moderators 

qv = volumetric heat generation rate 

Q = total rate of heat generation or heat transfer per unit 
length of fuel element 

9rV Qr0 = 9 at ri and r0 

91 = 'rj. + 5r0 

Q = average rate of heat generation or heat transfer per 
unit length of fuel element 

Qmax = maximum rate of heat generation or heat transfer per 
unit length of fuel element 

r = radius 

r^, rQ, rffl = inner, outer and mean radii of fuel zone 

r^ = outer radius of the moderator 

Memax = radius at emax in fuel 

s = |(<rr - crt) 

s , s+, s = radial, tangential and axial components of 
deviatoric stress for fuel material 

sr , st , sz = radial, tangential and axial components of 
c c c deviatoric stress for cladding material 

STP = standard temperature and pressure 

Tq = initial or ambient temperature 

T = temperature or irradiation temperature 
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u = radial displacement of cylindrical surface for fuel 
material 

ur = time rate of change in radial displacement 

u = u^/rQ, u = u^/TQ, Uq = u at TQ 

x = r/r0, ̂  = r±/T0, ̂  = rm/rQ ' 

z, z' = axial coordinates of fuel element 

f(z), f(z!) = functions of z and z1 

a, ac = linear coefficients of thermal expansion for fuel and 
cladding materials 

0 = fraction of total heat transferred by inner passage of 
coolant 

0 = neutron flux or thermal neutron flux at rQ 

0Q = thermal neutron flux in fuel 

0-^, 02 ~ thermal neutron flux in moderators 

= macroscopic absorption cross section of fuel 

Eâ j Zag = macroscopic absorption cross sections of moderators 

= macroscopic fission cross section of fuel 

XQ, k2 = reciprocal diffusion lengths 

= Laplacian operator 

0 = T - Tq = effective temperature 

9r , ©rQ = effective temperatures at r^ and rQ 

®max = maximum effective temperature 

9C, 0Ci> 9Cq = effective temperatures of cladding at and rQ 

9 = time rate of change of effective temperature 

e = 7j(er - et) = effective creep strain 

er, et, ez = radial, tangential and axial strains of fuel 
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6t » eti , e„ , e_ , e+ , e„ = radial, tangential and axial 
ri % Z1 r0 to ZQ strains of fuel at ^ and rQ 

6t , e+ , e_ = radial, tangential and axial strains of clad-
c c zc dlng 

eR = resultant linear thermal and radiation dilatation 

Cj = linear thermal-cycling and radiation dilatation 

ej^ = linear thermal-eyeling and radiation dilatation at xm 

e, er, et, ez, eR, ej = time rates of change of e, er, e^, ez, 
eR and e-j- respectively 

0^^ = stress tensor 

cr = effective stress 

a = mean normal stress 

cr , CT+., a = radial, tangential and axial components of creep 
r 1 z stress 

"ri- <V %• % = <V at> at ri and r0 of fuel 

t^'c' (at1>C ("zi'c = "V "V "zj. at ri of claa41n8 

X = parameter 

V> = irradiation hardening coefficient 

$ = angle 

t|r(cr,T,t) = function of cr, T and t 

$l(cr,e,T) = function of cr, T and e 

4 (cr, t,I) = function of cr, T and t 

P = density of uranium fuel 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Importance of Stability of the Fuel 

Elements in Power Reactors 

The fuel element is the central and most significant 

single component in the heterogeneous reactor systems. The 

study of stability of the fuel element in high power reactors 

is of scientific and technological importance. The origin of 

instability occurring in fuel elements is primarily the ther

mal and radiation effects, namely, thermal-cycling growth, 

irradiation growth and swelling of nuclear fuel materials. 

Some severe thermal and radiation effects on the fuel material 

can produce appreciable creep strains and stresses which, in 

turn, bring about the physical and mechanical instability of 

the fuel element. 

In general, uranium as well as plutonium fuel exhibits 

high plasticity and accelerated creep under irradiation and 

burn-up in a high integrated neutron flux. This property of 

radiation damage is more pronounced in U2-^ enriched fuel. 

As a matter of fact, the successful operation, perform

ance and economics of a nuclear power reactor depend, to a 

large extent, upon the physical and mechanical integrity of 

the fuel elements. In other words, the successful operation, 

performance and economics of a large nuclear power plant 
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depend chiefly on the adequate physical and mechanical sta

bility of the fuel elements under irradiation in a high inte

grated neutron flux. 

Further, in order to obtain high thermal efficiency and 

low costs in a nuclear power plant, the fuel element is usu

ally required to be designed for high surface temperatures and 

burn-ups. For instance, the fuel element limitations of low 

surface temperature and burn-up which result in low power 

output and require short re-fuel cycles, will increase the 

operation and fuel costs. However, apart from the irradiation 

and thermal effects, the higher are the desirable surface 

temperature and burn-up, the greater the physical and mechani

cal instability of the fuel elements will be. 

Therefore, the radiation damage, thermal effect and the 

required higher surface temperature and burn-up of the fuel 

material pose an important scientific and technological prob

lem in the development of a fuel element which has the physi

cal and mechanical stability for a successful operation, 

performance and economics of a nuclear power reactor. 

B. The Categories of the Reactor Fuel Elements 

According to the physical and chemical properties of the 

fissionable materials, the fuel elements used for nuclear 

reactors can be divided into the following two main categories: 
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1. Metallic fuel elements 

2. Ceramic (compounds of metallic and non-metallic 

elements) fuel elements 

More elaborately, according to the compositions of the fuel 

material, the fuel elements may be further classified as 

1. Massive uranium metal fuel elements 

2. Uranium alloy fuel elements 

3. Uranium-compound dispersion fuel elements 

The massive uranium metal fuel elements are mainly used in 

the reactors for plutonium production such as Oak Ridge 

Graphite Reactor, X-10. Because of their relatively low 

initial cost such fuel elements can also be used for power 

reactors as the graphite-moderated and gas-cooled Calder Hall 

type reactors. Massive uranium can be operated to have almost 

zero irradiation and thermal-cycling growths by making the 

grain size fine and the crystal orientation random. This is 

usually done by suitable beta-quenching or powder metallurgy 

method. These metallurgical treatments are effective, how

ever, only if the metal fuel elements are operated in a reac

tor with maximum core temperatures that do not exceed the 

alpha-beta transformation temperature. Since uranium exists 

in three allotropie forms of the lattice cell, 

(a) Alpha uranium (orthorhombic), below 662° C 

(b) Beta uranium (tetragonal), between 662 and 770° C 

(c) Gamma uranium (BOO), from 770° 0 to melting point 
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1130° 0. 

Therefore, the maximum core temperature in a reactor operation 

must be below 662° 0 when massive uranium metal fuel elements 

are used. 

Uranium alloy fuel elements developed also exist as the 

gamma-phase alloy fuel elements because a few alloying ele

ments added to uranium tend to retain and stabilize the gamma 

phase appreciably (1). Among the alloying elements which 

produce expanded gamma-phase regions in the binary uranium 

systems are Nb, Zr, Ti, Mo and V. The first three of these 

are completely soluble in the gamma-phase uranium at elevated 

temperatures while the last two provide extended gamma-phase 

regions with limited solubilities. The gamma-phase alloy fuel 

elements have shown great promise of achieving high resistance 

to irradiation growth and swelling and great corrosion resist

ance to water at elevated temperatures. For example, the Mo 

gamma-phase alloy fuel elements have been selected and are in 

use for the Enrico Fermi Power Reactor (2). Although zir

conium alloy fuel elements have better aqueous corrosion 

resistance and nuclear properties (relatively small thermal 

and epithermal neutron absorption cross sections) than the 

molybdenum alloy fuel elements, the physical and mechanical 

stability of the latter is considerably greater than the 

former under high flux irradiation. Therefore, in this par

ticular case in developing and selecting a suitable fuel 
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element for the power reactor, the physical and mechanical 

stability was still the primary consideration. 

The uranium-compound dispersion fuel elements refer, in 

common, to those in which uranium compounds (especially UOg, 

UOg'ThOg) with enriched contained in metallic cladding 

or dispersed in metal matrix. For example, fuel elements with 

UOg of high enrichment dispersed in aluminum base have been 

in process or in use for the MTR (Material Testing Reactor) 

type research reactors and for the Borax-V type power reactors 

(3). 

Recently, considerable interest has centered around dis

persion type fuel elements because the need for greater ther

mal efficiency and lower operation cost in the production of 

nuclear power demands the development of such fuel elements 

that can operate at high temperatures, high burn-ups and great 

resistance to aqueous corrosion. The dispersion type fuel 

elements is one of the promising ways to meet these require

ments above. 

The dispersion type fuel elements possess two unique 

advantages over solid homogeneous elements (4): 

(a) Long service life because of localization of fission-

product damage 

(b) More choice of fuel-element structures or claddings. 

The proper selection of fissile and nonfissile materials to 

be used in a dispersion type fuel element involves the con
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sideration of various factors. Of primary concern are compat

ibility of the fissile and nonfissile phases at both fabricat

ing and operating temperatures, the neutron absorption cross 

sections of fuel and matrix, density of the uranium compound, 

weight percentage of uranium in the fissile phase and corro

sion resistance of the nonfissile phase. 

The ideal dispersion fuel element incorporates the fis

sile and nonfissile materials without any metallurgical reac

tion and, consequently, retains the desirable properties of 

the matrix material that provides the structural strength to 

the fuel element. Therefore, the fissile material should 

contain relatively high content of uranium, maintain size and 

shape during fabrication and operation and be insensitive to 

radiation damage at higher burn-ups. Likewise the matrix 

material should be strong, ductile and insensitive to radia

tion damage either. 

For fabrication of dispersion fuel elements, the powder 

metallurgy is far superior to melting or casting method. 

From the foregoing discussion it is seen that for low 

burn-ups and low core temperatures operated below the alpha-

beta transformation temperature, the massive uranium metal 

fuel elements can be used to the advantages: 

(a) Low initial fuel cost 

(b) Plutonium production 

while for high burn-ups and high core temperatures operated 
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above the alpha-beta transformation temperature, either the 

gamma-phase alloy or the uranium-compound dispersion fuel 

elements can be utilized. Both have high radiation stability 

and aqueous corrosion resistance. 

0. Advantages and Disadvantages of Metallic 

and Ceramic Fuel Elements 

Both metallic and ceramic fuel elements have certain 

advantages and disadvantages. In general, the advantages of 

the metallic fuel elements are 

1. High uranium atom density 

2. Good thermal conductivity for heat transfer and 

utilization 

3. Fairly large ductility 

In contrast, the advantages of the ceramic fuel elements are 

1. Great heating-resistance and very high melting point 

-which compensate for very poor thermal conductivity 

2. High aqueous corrosion resistance 

3. Relatively low irradiation growth and swelling 

Evidently, an extensive comparison between the physical, chem

ical and mechanical properties of metals and ceramics will 

reveal that the advantages of the metallic fuel elements are 

just the disadvantages of the ceramic fuel elements, and vice 

versa. 
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It can be concluded from the above that the uranium alloy 

and the. uranium-compound dispersion fuel elements are respec

tively the improved, promising metallic and ceramic fuel ele

ments. 

Although the ceramic fuel elements have recently gained 

ground, the inherent advantages of the metallic fuel elements 

still hold basic Incentives. Because with a given power rat

ing for a power reactor, these inherent advantages of the 

metallic fuel elements directly affect the reactor size. The 

ceramic fuel elements require a substantially larger fuel 

lattice which may result in more difficult design problems for 

both the fuel elements and the entire reactor. Therefore, 

there still are the basic incentives to develop simple, com

pact uranium alloy fuel elements for power reactors that can 

operate at high temperatures, high burn-ups and great resist

ance to various corrosion conditions. 
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II. RADIATION AND THERMAL EFFECTS OU URANIUM FUELS 

A. Introduction to Radiation and Thermal Effects 

The primary radiation and thermal effects on uranium 

fuels directly in connection with the stability of fuel ele

ments used for nuclear power reactors are 

1. Irradiation growth and swelling 

2. Surface wrinkling, cracking, porosity and hardness 

3. Thermal-cycling growth 

These effects pose some serious scientific and technological 

problems in the development of economical nuclear power there

in the stability of the fuel elements is of great importance. 

B. Irradiation Growth and Swelling 

The phenomena of irradiation growth and swelling in both 

metallic uranium and ceramic fuels resulting from radiation 

damage are basically different in nature. The irradiation 

growth is the dimensional instability due to the basic aniso-

tropy of uranium, while the irradiation swelling is the 

volumetric instability caused by the inert gases of fission 

products in the fuel. If the differentiation between irradia

tion growth and irradiation swelling is made on the basis of 

fuel density, we may define that irradiation growth is a 
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change in shape "with a minor change in density, while irradia

tion swelling is a change in volume with a major decrease in 

density. In addition, irradiation growth generally occurs at 

relatively low temperatures, less than about 350° 0, while 

irradiation swelling is generally associated with temperatures 

appreciably higher than 350° 0 (5). The threshold temperature 

for initiation of swelling has not been determined. It may 

range from 450° 0 to 650° 0. 

Experimental data obtained from irradiated single crys

tals of alpha uranium show that the crystal lattice elongates 

in the (010) direction, contracts in the (100) direction and 

the (001) direction remains unchanged in length (6). This 

proves the facts that 

(a) The irradiation growth of anisotropic deformation 

is merely a change in shape. 

(b) The irreversible ratchet and the anisotropic diffu

sion mechanisms proposed to interpret the irradia

tion growth are, by large, applicable (7). 

A single crystal after irradiation and careful measure

ments may give the three lattice growth coefficient, G^, in 

microunits of growth per length for one fission per million 

total atoms, N. Based on the known exponential relationship 

between initial and final lengths, LQ and L, of the specimen, 

the growth coefficient can be expressed as 
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Gi ~ I il -
In (L/L0) 

(2.1) 
L dN fraction of total atoms fissioned 

This exponential relationship will be used in connection with 

creep analysis for stress distribution in the fuel elements 

later. 

Since the length changes in the specimen are small, Eq. 

2.1 may be approximated as 

Experiments in which fuel specimens have been taken to high 

burn-up have shown that in some cases G^ may vary with burn-up. 

The growth coefficient, however, falls to zero in the neigh

borhood of 450e C (8), i.e., the growth rate vanishes in the 

region of 450° 0. 

There is no evidence of any basic difference between 

growth of single crystals under irradiation and growth of 

polycrystalline aggregates so that each individual crystal in 

the aggregates will tend to elongate in the (010) direction 

and contract in the (100) direction, but will be, more or 

less, constrained by its neighboring grains. The effect of 

such constraint is obviously greater for fuel materials which 

have fine grains and random grain orientation, as mentioned in 

Section IB, so that the irradiation growth may be minimized. 

In general, the irradiation growth of .the fuel-materials 

G = % length change 
i % atoms burn-up 

( 2 . 2 )  
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depends not only on the temperature, change In lengths, grain 

size and orientation but also on the chemical composition of 

the fuel. Under the same conditions, the irradiation growth 

produced in the ceramic fuel is usually less than that in the 

metallic one (4). As shown in Eq'. 2.1, the irradiation growth 

of uranium fuels can be represented by an exponential function 

of burn-up, which depends on total integrated flux, 0t (=nvt), 

where 0 is the neutron flux and t is the time. The higher 

is the neutron flux, the higher is also the burn-up and 

irradiation temperature. 

The irradiation swelling in uranium fuels results from a 

number of separate mechanisms, the relative importance of 

which varies according to the irradiation temperature. Three 

possible mechanisms have been observed in volume increase (8): 

1. Increase in volume of fissioned atoms 

Of all the fission products are taken into account, 

one fissioned uranium atom replaced by two atoms of greater 

average size will result in a volume increase of about 3$ 

for 1% burn-up. 

2. Low temperature distortion 

The distortion and intergranular stresses in uranium 

due to irradiation growth at low temperatures cause micro-

structure tears which result in volume increase. 

3. The separation of the fission product gases, such as xenon 

and krypton, into gas bubbles at higher temperatures, 
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where automatic diffusion is possible, swelling occurs on 

the separation of these inert gases into "bubbles. One 

per cent of burn-up produces about five times the atomic 

volume of the gases at S TP. A severe decrease in the 

uranium density tends to increase the volume with increas

ing temperature and burn-up. 

To sum up, among the above mechanisms, the first is not 

serious, the second and third occur in different temperature 

ranges. The most important one in magnitude is the third. 

It is seen from above that the chief cause of the irradi

ation swelling is the production of atoms of the inert gases 

by fission products and is most severe at higher temperatures. 

Realistically, there is a continual desire for higher 

operating temperatures and higher burn-ups in power reactors 

which, in turn, increase the production of the inert gases and 

irradiation swelling. Therefore, the irradiation swelling and 

the stability of the fuel elements used for power reactors 

become one of the most important problems in the development 

of economical nuclear power. 

In order to lessen and minimize the effect of irradiation 

swelling, recently the uranium alloy gamma-phase fuel elements 

and the uranium-compound dispersion fuel elements have been 

advanced, as already discussed in Section IB. 
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0. Surface Wrinkling, Cracking, Porosity and Hardness 

The surface wrinkling or roughening of uranium is conse

quence of the identical mechanisms that cause irradiation 

growth in uranium fuel given above. 

Irradiation frequently produces cracking in uranium. 

This is the result of fracture of radiation-embrittled crystal 

structures under intergranular and thermal stresses. The 

origin of the internal cracks before expansion may be the 

agglomeration of the fission-product gases which also cause 

the irradiation swelling. 

Porosity is serious when uranium fuel is operated at 

higher temperatures and higher burn-ups. This is consequence 

of the same mechanisms that produce the irradiation swelling. 

Metallic uranium fuel under irradiation became increas

ingly hard and brittle with continued exposure. The causes of 

the increased hardness and brittleness are apparently the 

fission products formed in the fuel. In the creep analysis 

for stress distribution in the fuel element the effect of the 

irradiation or strain hardening will be taken into considera

tion. 
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D. Thermal-Cycling Growth 

Operating temperature in a nuclear reactor is neither 

homogeneous nor stationary. Kinetics of the reactor results 

in thermal transients or cycles throughout the systems. Apart 

from start-up and shutdown of the reactor where highly tran

sient state exists, the instantaneous neutron flux will also 

produce thermal cycling to the fuel elements in the reactor 

core. 

Experimentally, substantial dimensional and structural 

changes in polycrystalline uranium fuel have been observed 

when the fuel was subjected to repeated heating and cooling 

in the alpha-phase temperature range (from room temperature 

to 662° 0 (9, 10). In cast fuel,the dimensional changes 

manifest themselves in the form of surface roughening, in 

wrought fuel, the dimensional changes take the form of sub

stantial elongations, generally in directions coincident with 

the direction of mechanical work. This phenomenon is known 

as thermal-cycling growth, corresponding to irradiation growth 

of the uranium fuel. 

The extent of the dimensional and structural changes is 

a function of the number of cycles to which the material is 

submitted. The thermal-cycling growth depends on a number of 

variables that may be divided into two main categories : 

1. Material variables 
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2. Cycling variables 

Among the material variables, the most important are 

a. Grain size 

b. Preferred grain orientation 

c. Chemical composition 

Among the cycling variables, the most important are 

a. Temperature limits of the cycle 

b. Cycling range 

c. Rate of repeated heating and cooling 

d. Holding time at each temperature limit 

Similar to Eq. 2.1 for the irradiation growth, the three 

lattice growth coefficient, G^, produced by the thermal cycling 

in alpha uranium can be given by 

q - 1 dL - In (l/L0) (2.3) 
t 1 dH Fraction of total number of cycles 

in which LQ = initial length of the specimen 

L = the length of the specimen after N cycles 

U = number of cycles 

When In (L/LQ) is plotted versus N, the plot is usually a 

straight line (10). In such a case, the growth coefficient, 

G^, is simply equal to the slope of the line. 

In order to compare the effects of the irradiation growth 

and the thermal-cycling growth on uranium, the similarities 

and dissimilarities between these two processes are listed 
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bëlow. 

Similarities 

1. Both irradiation and thermal-cycling growths produce 

extensive changes in shape and dimensional instability 

of uranium fuels. 

2. Both produce growth in the (010) direction and con

traction in the (100) direction. 

3. Maximum growth produced in each case depends on the 

maximum (010) preferred grain orientation being in 

the (010) axis. 

4. The anisotropy of the alpha-phase crystal structure 

is the necessary condition for each process. 

5. Microstructural evidence of mechanical strains within 

the grains and at the grain boundaries exists in each 

process. 

6. In examining the change in crystal structures, the 

X-ray diffraction lines are broadened in both cases. 

7. Fine grain size and random grain orientation may min

imize both irradiation and thermal-cycling growths. 

Dissimilarities 

1. Irradiation growth occurs in single crystals as well 

as polycrystalline aggregates of uranium, while ther

mal-cycling growth does not operate with single crys

tals. The thermal-cycling growth requires true grain 

boundaries. (A pseudo crystal thermally cycles 769 
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times "between 100 and 500* 0 did not grow) (11). 

2. Irradiation growth embrittles uranium, while thermal-

cycling growth does not. 

3. Irradiation growth ceases, G^ = 0, above about 450° 0 

and is greatest at lower temperature range, 100 - 200* 

0. Irradiation growth also slows down as temperatures 

approach absolute zero. Thermal-cycling growth in

creases rapidly when the upper temperature is raised, 

and cycling to upper temperature less than 350* 0 is 

insensitive. 

4. Microstructures of uranium often show profuse twins 

and slips after irradiation growth, with little sign 

of polygonization. In contrast, microstructures of 

thermal cycling exhibit more polygonization but little 

twinning. 

5. The porosity produced in irradiated uranium is attrib

uted to the bubbles of inert gases of fission products, 

while microstructural porosity in cycled uranium is 

mechanical in origin. 

6. The irradiation growth coefficient, G^, is a function 

of burn-up, while the thermal-cycling growth coeffi

cient, Gt, is a function of the number of cycles. 

As mentioned for the irradiation growth in uranium, the 

irreversible ratchet and the anisotropic diffusion mechanisms 

can also be applied to the phenomenon of thermal cycling (10). 
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Further, a creep mechanism for continued elongation 

produced by the thermal cycling may be proposed. When some 

cycling temperatures are changed on a specimen of polycrystal-

line uranium, intergranular stresses will result from the 

incompatible thermal expansions and the inherently basic 

anisotropy of the crystal structure. The intergranular stress

es will bring about those weaker grains of the polycrystalline 

aggregates to the point of yielding and, subsequently, form' 

the plastic deformation. As the upper cycling temperatures 

are increased, the stronger grains of the polycrystalline 

aggregates also become yielding. Finally, from the redis

tribution of the intergranular stresses among the grains 

involved in the further incompatible thermal expansions, the 

continued plastic elongation or the phenomenon of creep will 

prevail through the process of thermal cycling. 

In conclusion, thermal cycling growth is manifest in the 

form of substantial dimensional and structural changes in the 

uranium fuel. The extent of the growth is a function of the 

number of cycles to which the fuel is subjected and, in 

general, the growth is dependent mainly on the material varia

bles and the cycling variables listed above. That the inter

granular stresses and strains result from the anisotropic and 

incompatible thermal expansions may progress in the following 

stages : 

a. Thermal cycling first reduces the creep strength of 
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the crystals. 

Continued thermal cycling brings those weaker grains 

to the point of yielding and then to that of plastic 

flow. 

Finally, all the grains become yielding and plastic 

flow. Thus the phenomenon of creep prevails. 
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III. THERMAL AND IRRADIATION CREEP 

A. Introduction to the Thermal and Irradiation Creep 

In a usual sense, creep may be defined as a slow, con

tinuous and plastic deformation of a solid material under 

constant load as time increases. The creep produced by ther

mal effect only is known as the thermal creep. Similarly, the 

creep produced by irradiation only may be called the radiation 

or irradiation creep. The effects of the thermal and'irradia

tion creep on the stability of fuel elements used in nuclear 

power reactors are of great importance. 

B. Thermal Creep 

Recently, considerable efforts have been given and great 

progress has been made toward a thorough understanding of the 

behavior of thermal creep developed in the materials of nucle

ar power reactors as well as of aerospace vehicles. In fact, 

the primary importance of the thermal creep in the reactors 

is the design of the control rods and fuel elements. As dis

cussed in the preceding section, for alpha uranium the creep 

produced by thermal cycling is one of the dynamic types of the 

thermal creep which relates to the fundamental interest in the 
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fuel element design. 

0. Irradiation Creep 

The fact that creep of alpha uranium is accelerated by 

irradiation is of great interest both experimentally (12) and 

theoretically (13). Actually, a great acceleration of the 

creep rate under irradiation, compared to that without irradi

ation, has been practically observed. This is contrary to a 

common sense that uranium under irradiation might reduce the 

creep rate because the irradiated materials become harder and 

brittler. 

Experimental data obtained from uranium specimens show 

that: 

1. The period of transitory creep for uranium specimens under 

irradiation is 10-30 hr. while for unirradiated specimens 

is 200-400 hr. between the primary and secondary stages 

of creep. 

2. The creep rate for specimens with disoriented crystal 

structure is about 50 times as great as that for the same 

specimens without irradiation. 

3. The difference in creep rates between fine-grained quenched 

metal and coarse-grained cast metal is reduced from a 

factor of 5-10 for unirradiated metal to a factor of 1.5-3 

for irradiated one. 
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4. The accelerated creep rate Is increased by a factor of 

1.5-2.0 at relatively low and high stresses during irradi

ation. 

5. The creep rate of cast metal, as a function of the rela

tive intensity of neutron flux, increases almost linearly 

with the total integrated neutron flux, nvt, as defined 

before. 

6. The creep rate as well as the irradiation growth rate of 

UOg» based on linear analysis of the amount of porosity 

present after very high burn-up, is considerably less than 

that of uranium metal (4). 

These test results confirm the theoretical prediction 

that the accelerated creep rate occurring in metallic uranium 

(as well as ceramic fuels) is a consequence of the phenomenon 

of irradiation growth (13). In extent, that the creep rate of 

metallic and ceramic uranium fuels is, more or less, accelerated 

by irradiation is directly associated with irradiation growth 

and swelling. 

The main reasons or mechanisms from which the creep rate 

of metallic and ceramic uranium fuels is accelerated under 

irradiation may be given below: 

1. For random polycrystalline metal in the absence of exter

nal forces, the basic anisotropy of the crystal structure 

and variously oriented irradiation-growth strains that 

occur in each individual grain will produce intergranular 
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stresses accordingly. 

In the polycrystalline aggregates, some grains are weak 

and some are strong. The occurrence of overall creep in 

the specimen produced by irradiation would require some 

weaker grains to deform plastically. The threshold inten

sity of irradiation that causes creep will probably depend 

on the grain size and orientation in the aggregates. 

The intergranular stresses and strains produced by the 

irradiation growth which changes the shape of the speci

men anisotropically will eventually decrease the creep 

strength. 

Similarly, the intergranular stresses and strains induced 

by the irradiation swelling that changes the volume of the 

specimen due to the production of bubbles from the fission-

product gases will also promote plastic strains and creep 

rate. 

There is a possibility that the release of fission energy 

locally may, in addition, increase plastic strains and 

creep rate by imposing great local stresses on the grains 

around the fission site. For instance, the occurrence 

of thermal or displacement spikes in an irradiated solid 

is the evidence of such radiation damage due to local 

fission-energy release. 

Irradiation may further accelerate the creep rate of 

uranium fuel significantly by promoting diffusion of the 
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fission products at relatively high temperatures. 

D. Effects of the Thermal and Irradiation Creep on 

the Stability of Fuel Elements 

As already pointed out, the thermal and irradiation creep 

bears direct effects on the stability of the fuel elements in 

the development of economical nuclear power. A successful 

operation, performance and economics of a nuclear power reac

tor will depend, to a large extent, on how to control and 

minimize the thermal and irradiation creep so that the stabil

ity of the fuel element used in the reactor can be secured. 

Finally, it is possible that there is interaction between 

thermal and irradiation creep. This may depend on what degree 

of the interrelations existing between the thermal-cycling 

growth, irradiation growth and irradiation swelling of the 

fuel elements. 
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IV. THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN AN INTERNALLY 

AND EXTERNALLY COOLED CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENT 

A. The Basic Neutron Diffusion Equations 

An internally and externally cooled cylindrical fuel 

element in the lattice cell of a heterogeneous reactor is now 

considered. Dimensionally, the mean radius of the fuel ele

ment is much greater than its thickness, and, in turn, the 

length of the fuel element is much greater than its mean 

radius. Inside and outside of the fuel element are coolant 

and moderators of the unit equivalent or lattice cell as shown 

in Pig. 1. For simplicity, the effect of very thin cladding 

has been neglected. 

To deal with the distribution of thermal neutron flux, 0, 

in the fuel element, the following main assumptions are made: 

1. The elementary diffusion theory is applicable. 

2. The production of thermal neutrons is uniform in the 

moderator and is zero in the fuel. 

The assumption 1 is accurate if 

a. The dimensions of the system are large in comparison to 

the scattering mean free path of the neutrons. 

b. The coolant and moderator of the system do not absorb 

neutrons very heavily. 

c. There is no external neutron source in the system. 
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Pig. 1. Th'e fuel element in the lattice cell 

r^ = inner radius of the fuel 

TQ = outer radius of the fuel 

r^ = outer radius of the moderator 

1 : coolant and moderator 

0 : fuel 

2 : coolant and moderator 
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The assumption 2 is valid if 

a. The lattice cell size is not large compared to the 

slowing-down distance of the neutrons. 

b. Effects of the all-thermal neutron distribution are 

cylindrically symmetric (one group model). 

On the basis of these assumptions and from the conservation 

of the neutrons, the diffusion equations in steady state for 

fuel, moderators as well as coolant are, respectively, given 

by 

Dq V20o - Zao0o =0 in fuel (4.1) 

I>1 V2^ - Ea-j^i + 9.% = 0 in moderator 1 (4.2) 

2 
Eg V " Sa2^2 + q2 = ° ln moderator 2(4.3) 

where 

DQ = diffusion coefficient of the fuel 

D., Dp = diffusion coefficients of moderators 1 and 2 
respectively 

0Q = neutron flux in the fuel 

^1' ̂ 2 = neu"tron fluxes in moderators 1 and 2 respectively 

= macroscopic absorption cross section of the fuel 

E » Ea - macroscopic absorption cross sections of moderators 
1 2 i and 2 respectively 

q,, q2 = slowing-down densities of thermal neutrons in 
moderators 1 and 2 respectively 

p 
V = Laplace's operator 
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Eqs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 can also be written as 

V20q - *20o = 0 (4.1a) 

V2^ - H20o + q[1/D1 = 0 (4.2a) 

^02 - K20g + q2/D2 = 0 (4.3a) 

in which 

*0 ~ ̂ a^/Do , Ki - £a1/Dl ' 

K2 5 Za/B2 

KQ, k^, h2 are known as the reciprocal diffusion lengths of 

thermal neutrons in the fuel and moderators respectively. 

It may be noted that expression in the form of Eq. 4.1a 

is often referred to as the wave equation because it is 

analogous to the equation of wave propagation. 

B. The Solutions for Neutron Flux Distribution 

For the lattice cell in the cylindrical coordinates, 

Eqs. 4.1a, 4.2a and 4.3a become 

d20n n d0n p , 
—2~ + r dr~ " *0^0 ~ 0 ^ < r < rQ (4.1b) 
dr 
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0 < r < r. (4.2b) 
i 

*2^2 + q2yZ3)2 = 0 r0 ~ r - rl (4-3%) 

where, by symmetry, the distribution of the thermal neutron 

flux (one group model) is a function of radius r only. 

The general solutions for these equations are given by 

(see Appendix A) 

01 = + °4K0(Klr) + 4i/£a1 0 - r - ri (b) 

in which 

I_(Knr), I (K-,r), In(n0r) = the modified Bessel functions 
0 ® . of the first kind of the zero 

order 

Vx nr), Kn ( x-,r), Kf.iK^r) s the modified Bessel functions 
0 01 ^ 2 of the second kind of the 

zero order 

Cl' °2' ' °6 = Integration constants 

The boundary conditions of the problem are 

= "lw + "avv' 
< r < rQ (a) 

#2 = + CgfofKgr) + V^ag r0 < r < rx (c) 

0q = finite value for r = 0 (d)  
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0
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H
 at r = 

ri 
(e) 

^0 = ̂ 2 at r = r 
0 

(f) 

Vo = Di< at r = 
ri 

(g) 

B0^0 = D2^2 
at r = 

rO (h) 

O
 

II 
-
 CX
I 
TS

. 

for r = rl (i) 

By substituting these conditions into (a), (b) and (c), the 

solutions for the neutron flux distribution are obtained after 

the integration constants 0^, 0^, • • •, Og have been determined. 

Hence 

= °3I
0(xir) + 0 < r < rt (4.4) 

<*2 = I1(»gr1)[gl(«2rl)Il'*ar) + Il(*2rl)K0(*2r)] + 5T 

r
0 5 r < (4.5) 

^0 = G ' Io(xOr^ " OgCsi (a^r) - KQ{*.QT) 3 
al 

*i < r < rQ (4.6) 

where 

GCIo(xQro) " Ii(xQro)JI] •*" ^2/s a2 

2 ~ st^lVo' " - E Voro + 
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°3 = Do\>C0:iIl(,'orl) " °2%(K0rl)3/Bl*lIl(V'i) 

O = G 2i- - O H 
2*a1 

0 = D0H0 CGIl(»OrO> ~ OgÇHI^ÇKQrQ) K^ÇKprQ)} ̂I-^Çxgri) 
6 B2X2 K1(x2r1)l0(x2r0) -

G = ̂  (*0rl ̂/ C !0 (K0ri }I1(Xlri} ( 1 ~ D0 VDl,ll) ̂  

VV^VVï) + Wo(xiri)Ki(xori)/]3ixi H = 

J = 

I0(xOri^Ii(Klri) " D0K0I0(K0ri)I0(Xlri)/DlKl 

VQ ̂l^2^l^O^X2^O^ * ̂l^X2r1^^0^X2r0^ 

Vl Kl(x2rl)l0(K2r0) " Il(x2rl)Kl(x2ro) 

In cases, the fuel element is only externally or inter

nally cooled and moderated, the diffusion equations given 

above will be automatically reduced from three to two, and 

the solution of the problem will be greatly simplified. Take, 

for example, the solid, externally cooled and moderated fuel 

element. The distribution of thermal neutron flux in the fuel 

and moderator can be simply given by the relations (16). 

0O = V*or) (ri = 0) 0 - r - r0 (4'7) 

2 a2 
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1 + 
+ Z0(*2r)I1(*2r1) ] 

(4.8) 

r0 < r < ri 

In which 

&1 = 
D2K2 Il(K2r0^Kl^H2rl^ ~ 

B0*0 :o(*o=b) 

G2 ~ GlI0^ROrO^ ~ I0^X2r0^Kl^H2rl^ ~ K0 
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V. HEAT GENERATION DEVELOPED FROM NEUTRON FLUX 

IN THE FUEL ELEMENT 

The rate of heat generation per unit volume, q.v, pro

duced from the neutron flux or energy release from fissions 

in the fuel can be expressed as 

\ ~ Sf^®f Mev/cm^-sec (5.1) 

where 

Z.g. = macroscopic fission cross section of the fuel, 

in cm~^ 

0 - neutron flux, in neutrons/cm2-sec 

= energy released per fission, in Mev/fission 

It is well known that the total energy released or 

available per fission is about 200 Mev or 3.2(10"^1) watt-sec 

(200 Mev x 1.60 x 10""^ watt-sec/Mev). 

For a given fissionable material ̂  is a constant. It 

is clear from Eq. 5.1 that the rate of heat generation is 

directly proportional to the neutron flux in the fuel. 

Now, introducing Eq. 4.6 given in the preceding section 

into Eq. 5.1, the rate of heat generation per unit volume of 

the fuel becomes 

X = 5^-[8iIo(Kor) + s2W>] (5-2) 

in which 
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(5.3) 

The values of the constants, 02, G, and H, are, respectively, 

given In the preceding section. 

Here a small fraction of the heat generation rate pro

duced in the coolant and moderators has been neglected, com

pared to that produced in the fuel. 

It may be also noted that the units, Mev per cubic cm 

per sec, used for the rate of heat generation in Eq. 5.1 are 

physical units. In heat transfer, however, the practical, 

engineering units, Btu per cubic ft per hr for the rate of 

heat generation are commonly used. In order to convert the 

physical units into engineering units, a convenient conversion 

factor 

can be used. 

In a power reactor design, an average or a maximum rate 

of heat generation or removal from each fuel element is usu

ally assumed. In order to estimate the average and maximum 

rate of heat generation. The heat balance for the fuel 

1 Mev x i.52 (10-16) pi x 3600 ̂  * 2.83 (104) 
Mev nr 

= 1.55 (10-8) Btu/ft3-hr (a) 
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element, as shown in Pig. 2 is considered. Let 

t = half-length of active zone of the fuel element 

V - t + d = extrapolated half-length of the fuel element 

d = end extrapolation distance for thermal neutron flux 

Qrp = total heat-generation rate per unit length of the fuel 
element 

Qav = average total heat generation rate per unit length 
of the fuel element 

Qjjjax = maximum total heat generation rate per unit length 
of the fuel element 

f(z) = distribution function for axial heat generation of 
the fuel element 

f(z') = extrapolated function for axial heat generation of 
the fuel element 

Por heat balance at steady state, the total heat-transfer 

rate from a differential length dz of the fuel element, Pig. 

2, must be equal to the total heat-generation rate of the 

length dz of the fuel element, so that 

Combining this and Eq. 5.2 and integrating between r = r^ and 

r = rQ of the fuel zone, we have 

dQTdz = 27trqydrdz (b) 

t±Kq(K0T^)) j 
(5.4) 
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Now, for the case of symmetric power distribution, the 

average rate of total heat transferred per unit length of the 

fuel element is defined by the relations 

A> 
J Qmf(z)dz Qm J f(z)dz 

0 — —t' _ 0 
v 2 -t1 f ( z1 ) t'f(z') 

or 
t 

Qt = Q^'fCz')/]" f ( z) dz (5.5) 

where f(z') is independent of z. By equating Eqs. 5.4 and 

5.5, the value of Qav is obtained 

9aT = 

gltrOIl(HOrO-riIl(KOrl)3 -

I 
t'f(z')/J f ( z) dz 

0 

2jcJ f(z)dz 
rs L'i'Vi'Voi-'iH'Vi'! 
' ai 

Kpt'f(z') 5Ti (5-6) 

- S2troKl(,lOI'o)_riKX('lOrl,} J 

In most cases, the neutron flux as well as the heat 

generation rate is approximately a sinusoidal distribution 

along the longitudinal direction of the fuel element. In 

order to satisfy the boundary conditions, we take 

f(z' ) = cos 0Y (c) 
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f(z) = cos 22- (d) 

J f(z)dz = J cos || dz = (e) 
0 0 

By substituting (c) and (e) into Eq. 5.5, it yields 

QT = 2^^ 008 lr = ̂ ax cos |fr (5'7) 

where, for this particular case, the maximum total heat 

generation rate per unit length of the fuel element at its 

center is 

Snax = 21 ^av (5.8) 

in which the value of Qav is given by Eq. 5.6. 

It is seen from the above discussion that for a given 

distribution of the neutron flux, the rate of heat generation 

per unit volume in the fuel can be obtained from Eq. 5.2. 

Subsequently, the average or maximum total heat-generation 

rate per unit length of the fuel element used in reactor 

design can be determined from Eq. 5.6 or 5.8. 

In general, the variation of neutron flux distribution 

as well as of the heat generation rate along the longitudinal 

axis of the fuel element is small compared to that in the 

radial direction across the thickness of the fuel element. 
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VI. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE FUEL ELEMENT 

WITH INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION 

A. The Heat Conduction Equations 

The "basic equation for heat conduction with an internal 

heat source at steady state is given by 

k V29 + % = 0 (6.1) 

where 9 = T - TQ = effective or excess temperature 

TQ = ambient or reference temperature 

T = variable temperature 

k = thermal conductivity 

qv = internal volumetric heat source, or the heat 
generation rate per unit volume as defined 
previously 

Eq. 6.1 is known as Poisson's equation of heat conduction. 

Expressions in the same form of the Poisson equation have been 

widely used in various fields of science and technology. 

As usual, in the analysis of temperature distribution as 

well as the stress distribution in the fuel element, for 

simplicity, it is necessary to assume that 

1. The thermal conductivity, k, is constant within a moderate 

range of temperature variation. 

2. The length of the fuel element is much greater than its 

mean radius. 
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3. The heat generation is uniform throughout the thin fuel 

zone. 

Based on these assumptions and by radial symmetry, Eq. 

6.1 can be written as 

A  + i  - i v  
dr2 T 4r k 

<6-2' 
1 d_(r d8) _ _ 
r dr dr k 

Integration of this from r = r^ to any point r in the fuel 

zone yields 

r if = ri " E / V4r (6'3) 

i rl 

6 = 6r + r^H) 111 " £ J* J J q^-rdrdr (6.4) 
r=ri -'i ri ri 

where 0r^ = effective temperature at r^ of the fuel zone. To 

evaluate the quantity r, (-—) » the outer radius, r , of the 
i dr r=Tj_ 0 

fuel zone may be substituted for the upper limit r in Eq. 6.3, 

hence 

= "O^'r-r * * V ̂  ^ r=ri r=rQ 

Further, the fundamental relation for one-dimensional heat 

conduction, which is often called Fourier1s équation, can be 

given by 
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Q = - kA ~ (6.6) 
ar 

where Q = rate of heat flow by conduction 

A = cross sectional area perpendicular to the 
direction of heat flow 

d9/dr = effective temperature gradient in the radial 
direction c 

k = thermal conductivity, as defined previously 

Upon substitution, the rates of heat flow per unit length on 

the inner and outer surface of the fuel element, QT. and Q_ , 
xi Io 

become 

Qr = - 2rrr.k(~) = 0QT at r = r, (6.6a) 
i 1 dr r=ri 1 

Qr = - 2KrQk(~) = (1 - 9)Qt at r = rQ (6.6b) 
° r=rQ 

and 

Qj - Qr^ + Q^q (6.7) 

in which QT = total rate of heat flow or heat generation per 
unit length of the fuel element as defined 
previously 

9 = fraction of the heat-flow rate goes into the 
inner passage of the fuel element, 0 < 0 < 1. 

If Qt is eliminated from Eqs. 6.6a and 6.6b, this results 

rH «-» 

or 

r°(^r=r0 - ^ 
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From Eq. 6.5 and the first of Eqs. 6.8, it yields 

rO 
ri(ff) = I S <lvrdr (6-9) 

r=ri - PjL 

in -which 3 can be obtained from the heat transfer analysis. 

By introducing Bq. 6.9 into Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4, it follows that 

r dr = k J* Vdr " ï «T qvrdr (6-3a) 
ri ri 

r0 y 27 
9 = 0ri + | in J- Jr qvrdr - 5 J qYrdrdr (6.4a) 

•when the effective temperature at the inner radius, © , is 
i 

given. In the same manner, by integrating Eqs. 6.2 and 6.3 

from r = rQ to any point r, the similar equations for thermal 

gradient and temperature distribution in the fuel zone can be 

obtained. 

r 5? = ro<tl> + E J" ivr4r (6'10) 

o r 

9 = ern + r0@ In ̂  | / °7 J* °V?drdr (6-11) 
x0 u ar r=rQ r K r r r 

- 6 = 6rn + ri<ff> ln F " k J* °r qvrdrdr (6*12) 
0 1 ar r=r^ T * r r 
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when the effective temperature at the outer radius, © , is 
0 

known. Substitution of Eqs. 6.8 into Eqs. 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 

respectively yields 

9 

9 

Further, by integrating Eq. 6.3 between the limits r = r± and 

r = rQ and using Eq. 6.9, a relation for the temperature dif

ference between the inner and outer surface of the fuel zone 

can be obtained. Hence 

r rO r0 r 
er. - 9r. = I m J qyrdr - | J* ± J q^rdrdr (6.13) 
0 1 * i ri ri ri 

Also, by differentiating Eq. 6.4a with respect to r, we have 

the thermal gradient for the fuel zone 

H = fe -f °4vr4r - k a? C r C ^TiTiT t6ll4) 

i i ri 

Since at the point where the maximum temperature in the fuel 

zone occurs the slope of thermal gradient vanishes, so that 

1 - rn rO r0 r0 
Ê * ̂  p"I qvrdr + qvrdrdr (6.11a) 

ri r r 

r 
r0 r0 r 

i in -2J qvrdr + i J i J qyrdrdr (6.12a) 
s. r r s. T r 
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the radius r for the maximum effective temperature, 0max> 

within the fuel zone is 

ej lyTdr / §- J I  J q rdrdr 
ri rl ri 

Substituting this value of r into Eq. 6.4a the maximum 

effective temperature as well as the maximum temperature of 

the fuel element can be determined. 

As pointed out in Section IV that there are two particu

lar cases: 

1. The fuel element is externally cooled only, for which 

0 = 0 

2. The fuel element is internally cooled only, for which 

9 = 1 

In case 1, Eqs. 6.4a, 6.12a and 6.13 reduce to 

(6.4b) 

(6.12b) 

(6.13a) 

, r , r 
> J r J <lvrdrdr 

ri ri 

i „r0n r 
k J r / q^rdrdr 

r ri 

, r0- r 
= - k J J J Vdrdr 
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In case 2, Eqs. 6.4a, 6.12a and 6.13 become 

r0 r r 
9 = qt* + k 111 F" J* Vdr - è J* è «r ^rdrdr (6.4c) 

1 i ri * rir t± 

r r° rO r 
0 = 9ro " k 1X1 F" «T qvrdr + k «T r J* Vdrdr (6.12c) 0 k r J

r v k J r 
ri r -1 

rA r. 

erA ~ 9ri = k 111 T" J* qvrdr " è J* è J avrdrdr (6.13b) 
0 K ri r^ K r1r r1 

In summary, if the effective temperature or ©_ is 
z i  ro 

known, or the temperature difference, 6_ - 9_ , is interested, 
r0 1 

with given values for k, 9 and prescribed functions of r for 

q.v, the temperature distribution in the fuel material of both 

internally and externally cooled fuel elements can, therefore, 

be determined from Eqs. 6.4a, 6.12a and 6.13, for which 

0 < p < 1 

In the particular case, the fuel element is externally 

cooled only, for which 9=0, the temperature distribution in 

the fuel material can be simply determined from Eqs. 6.4b, and 

6.12b. 

Finally, in another particular case, the fuel element is 

internally cooled only, for which 9=1, the temperature 

distribution in the fuel material can therefore be determined 

from Eqs. 6.4c and 6.12c. The effective temperature differ
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ence, 9^ - 6r̂ , can be found from Eq. 6.13b. 

B. Exact Solution: The Modified Bessel-Function 

Distribution of Neutron Flux Across 

Thickness of the Fuel Zone 

An exact solution for the temperature distribution in 

the fuel zone may be developed by using the modified Bessel 

functions for the neutron flux distribution. In doing so, Eq. 

5.2 is introduced into Eqs. 6.4a, 6.12a and 6.13 for both 

internally and externally cooled fuel elements and the result

ing expressions integrated, thus 

e = eri + gïl f ̂  ̂ " Vi'Vi»5 

- S2{r0K1(*0r0) -
(6.16) 

" 5̂  E I2(*OR) - ̂  _ 

+ K2<*0r' - ̂  %t»orll + riKl(*Ori)ln 

9 = ®RO " ̂  K 111 ? I£6I{ROII(KORO) - VI'VI" 

- g2Cr0K1(K0r0) - rjKjUprjH J 
(6.17) 
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k ïçE8l'*ô I2'*Oro' " ï(̂  " rlIl'*Ori'ln r-' 

+ 62£̂  k2(*oro) " ̂  w' + 'a'vi111 ̂ l] 

®r0 " S = ̂  k 111 ̂  " riIl<1Ori)} 

" GGFRGIYXGRG) - R1K1(*0RI)1 J 

• i  Iat*o ro) - 5£ ^'Vl' (6-18) 

- vi'vi'11 ̂  

+ g2(̂  Eg(Vo) - '̂Vi' " r̂ Û lrn ̂}] 

for the values 

o < 9 < i 

and for 9p̂  or 9r̂  is known, or the temperature difference, 

9— - 9_ , is interested. 
x0 xi 

In the two particular cases : 

1. the fuel element is externally cooled, 9=0 

2. the fuel element is internally cooled, 9=1. 

Then Eqs. 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18 are respectively reduced to 
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e = s - %• e ̂ [®1% vv' - k i2(*ori) 

- riI1(,tori l̂n + g2̂  K2(xor) " ̂  K2(*Ori) (6.16a) 

+ ̂ (*0̂ )111 |-}1 
1 

9 = ®ro " ̂  i %[ ̂1% 's'Vo' - % Iz'v) 

- r1I1(xorl)ln ̂  + g2^ ̂( Vo) - ̂  K2(H0r) (6.17a) 

+ r^CXo^lln ̂ }] 

9ro - % " - %; E ̂ [Si%lziVo) ' k 

- riI1(K0ri)ln —") + S2t̂  K2(K0r0̂  " K2(x0rl̂  

+ ^^(kq^)In —} J (6.18a) 

for the externally cooled fuel element; and 

6 = eri + lr E 111 ̂  ̂[sî i'Vo' - riIit*ori" 

- g2
t roK i (*o ro> " YYVi')] 

(6.16b) 

- % E Ig'V) - ̂  12<*0ri) - i-ill'Vl'la §T3 
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+ S2*x0 K2'*0T' " KQ K2^*Ori' + riKl',Ori':'J1 ] 

9 = ®ro " ̂  *k ln  ̂  

" mroel(noro> - ra'vi1!] 

(6.17b) 

- $t i ̂ [ei% ̂'vo! - ̂  iz'v) - ?» 

+ s2{fc - jh + riKi<Vi):Ln r'] 

0T, - 9. 
0 "i = ̂  E ln ̂  ̂[«I'VilVo' * VilVi" 

" ®2tr0Kl'*0r0> " riKl<*Ori"] 

" S^E %[«!% I2(*0r0' - I2(*Ori) (6.18b) 

" WW1* + g2{̂  K2(K0r0> " ̂  

•f r^t^lln 

for the internally cooled fuel element; -where 

Il(KOri^ s tbe modified Bessel function of the first kind 
of the first order, as defined before 
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K^(*ori) = the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind of the first order, as defined previously 

^p(*Q^o)' Ip(*nrl^' = the modified Bessel func
tions of the first kind of 
the second order 

Kp(*0r0), KptXyr^), Kp(nnr) • the modified Bessel func
tions of the second kind 
of the second order 

C. Approximate Solution: The Exponential or Parabolic 

Function Distribution of Neutron Flux 

Across Thickness of the Fuel Zone 

The preceding analysis for the temperature distribution 

in the fuel material resulting from the modified Bessel func

tion distribution of the neutron flux across the thickness of 

the fuel zone is tedious and unwieldy when the temperature 

distribution is to be used in the creep analysis for stress 

distribution in the fuel element. At the same time, experi

ments show that the observed neutron flux distributions do not 

agree exactly with the theoretical solution obtained from the 

simple diffusion theory. Therefore, it is desirable to exam

ine the nature of the modified Bessel functions closely and to 

find a reasonably simplified solution for the neutron flux 

distribution which will approximately satisfy available exper

imental results and yield sufficiently accurate temperature 

distribution for the creep analysis of the fuel element. This 

will further be useful to deal with the mechanical stability 
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of the fuel element. 

The nature of these modified Bessel or cylindrical func

tions such as IQ(*or)» Kg(K^r) etc. are not of the oscillating 

type as those Bessel functions obtained from the Bessel equa

tion. The behavior of these modified Bessel functions is 

essentially the exponential functions when their asymptotic 

approximations are concerned (17). For instance, when the 

argument or radius r becomes large, the modified Bessel func

tions of the first and second kinds of the zero order, IQ(r) 

and Kg(r), can, respectively, be expressed as 

IQ(r) a (2rrr) 1̂ 2er = (27rr)~1//2(l + r + + * * • ) (6.19) 

K (r) as {n/2r)1/2e~T = (7t/2r)1//2(l - r + §r - •••) (6.20) 
0 d-. 

Some similar expressions in the same nature can be obtained 

for the modified Bessel functions of the higher orders. 

Based on the foregoing discussion and the practical con

sideration, it will be sufficiently accurate to represent the 

neutron flux distribution over the thickness of the fuel zone 

by combining the solutions of the modified Bessel functions, 

Eqs. 5.2, 6.19 and 6.20 into the relatively simple form 

= a0Cl + b(r - cq)23 r1 < r < rQ (6.21) 

where a0, b and cQ are constants. These constants can be 
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readily determined with any three points selected from an 

experimental neutron flux 0 versus radius r curve if the 

geometric and material arrangements in the experiment are 

identical to the fuel element under consideration. This 

approach is similar to the kernel method used to establish 

some basic equations of the transport or high-order diffusion 

theory (instead of solving the Boltzmann transport equations 

analytically) for which the slowing-down kernel of neutron 

flux distribution can be measured experimentally (18)• 

How, introducing Eq. 5.1 into Eq. 6.21, the rate of heat 

generation per unit volume, q^, induced by the neutron flux 

becomes 

qv = a0EfEflIl + b(r - cQ)2 3 = a£ 1 + br2(x - c)2̂  (6.22) 

in which 

a = a0SfEf = constant 

(6.23) 

x = r/rQ, c = c0/rQ 

As before, for the externally and internally cooled fuel 

element, by substituting Eq. 6.22 into Eqs. 6.4a, 6.12a and 

6.13 and integrating between the respective limits, the radial 

temperature distribution and the temperature difference be

tween the inner and outer surface of the fuel zone are respec

tively obtained. 
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0 = 9 ,  
if mi In x. 

a 
2k l> + br2c2)(^- - 4 * 1  

lro^<3 - t 
) - =i<T T)ln i; •1 -

m
2] 

(6.24) 

9 = % " Il «1 ln | + â[M3 " (1 + tr0°2) (T " xi ln 

(6.25) 

- brg{x3(| - |£) - - M)m 1} J 

% " S = é m1 111 ' 3E »4 <6-26> 

•where 

xi = Vro' X = r/r0 

M i =  \ { _ r l  -  r i +  b { l ( r o  "  r i )  -  ~r(ro • ri )  + °o (ro - ri)]] 
r0 

= (1 - x2) + br2{|(l - x£) - y(l - x^) + c2(l - x2)} 

M, 2̂ (? + 
ro 

4ri°0 2 ri 
+ °o f)) 

X .  p X, 
C 1 + tr0(x ~ ̂ .=2)i 

(6.27) 
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|[l + X-zP - ̂ -2-a + o2)] = |[l + br2(| - & + c2) J 

^[ifi - r2 ̂  + - r* m a, 

o 

- =1 1* 3Ç + ^ 1% 

As discussed before, in the two particular cases: 

If the fuel element is externally cooled only, 3=0, 

If the fuel.element is internally cooled only, 3=1, 

that Eqs. 6.24, 6.25 and 6.26 can be simplified accordingly. 
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HI. CREEP ANALYSIS FOR STRESS DISTRIBUTION 

IN THE FUEL ELEMENT 

A. Introduction to the Creep Analysis • 

In the design and operation condition of high-power 

heterogeneous reactors using solid metallic, ceramic or dis

persion fuel elements, the fuel elements are required to main

tain their physical and mechanical integrity in order to keep 

the coolant from being contaminated with radioactive fission 

products. If severe ruptures take place in the fuel elements, 

flow channels of coolant around the fuel elements may be 

seriously blocked and structural damage caused by over-heating 

may occur within the reactor. For example, the failure and 

collapse of the cylindrical fuel elements in the Borax-IV 

boiling water reactor is a typical case of the mechanical 

instability of the fuel elements (19). Therefore, the classic 

thermoelastic analysis for the fuel element becomes inadequate. 

In the creep analysis for stress distribution in the fuel 

element, a mathematical model which represents the physical 

and mechanical behavior of the fuel-element materials in 

operation conditions becomes necessary. This mathematical 

model is also termed the mechanical model or the material 

model of the fuel materials (20). When a fuel material is 

subjected to burn-up, irradiation, elevated temperature and 
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high, stresses, a realistic mechanical model for the material 

must take the thermal and irradiation creep into consideration. 

In fact,'creep rate and strain are greatly accelerated under 

the irradiation condition (13, 14), as particularly discussed 

before. 

B. Basic Assumptions 

In the creep analysis for stress distribution in the fuel 

element of power reactors at steady-state condition, the fol

lowing basic assumptions are made : 

1. Both fuel and cladding materials of the fuel element are 

in a perfectly plastic state, and their densities are 

approximately constant. 

2. Both fuel and cladding materials under irradiation are 

approximately isotropic. That is, the fuel material only 

has moderate thermal cycling growth, irradiation growth 

and swelling. 

3. The fuel and cladding materials follow Mises' yield 

criterion. 

4. The metallic bonding between the fuel and cladding mate

rials is perfectly integral. 

5. The membrane theory is applicable to the cladding of the 

fuel element. 

6. The cladding material under irradiation exhibits the 
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property of irradiation or strain hardening. 

In order to simplify the creep analysis, under certain 

conditions, it may be further assumed that the stress and 

strain relations for the fuel element satisfy the state of 

plane strain. 

The basic assumption 1 implies that the change in volume 

of the fuel material is approximately zero during creep and 

plastic flow, so that the equation of incompressibility is 

applicable. 

Prom the basic assumption 2, it may be realized that the 

principal axes of creep strain rates must coincide with those 

of principal stress if the fuel material is approximately 

isotropic. 

The Mises yield criterion (21) may be so defined that 

when the second stress invariant, J2 ("which will be considered 

later) or elastic distortion energy reaches a critical value 

the material begins to yield. For most metals the Mises 

criterion fits the experimental data very closely. 

The basic assumption 4 means that the fuel and cladding 

materials are perfectly bonded and have equal stress and 

strain at the bonding surface. 

The membrane theory in the basic assumption 5 refers 

usually to a thin shell, similar to a membrane, which can take 

uniform tension but is unable to resist any compression or 

bending moment. For very thin cladding of the cylindrical 
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fuel element, the action of the cladding is very close to a 

thin shell or analogous to a membrane. 

Finally, the basic assumption 6 is self-evident. The 

degree of strain hardening of a cladding material depends 

mainly on total creep or plastic flow, intensity and time of 

irradiation. This basic assumption is justified from observa

tion of the experiments. 

0. General Equations for Creep Rate and Creep Strain 

Creep of a solid material may be defined in a usual sense 

as a slow, continuous, plastic deformation of the material 

under a constant load and constant temperature, as given in 

Section IIIA. The effects of the thermal and irradiation 

creep on the stability of the fuel elements have been also 

discussed. In general, the creep behavior of a non-irradiated 

material differs greatly from that of an irradiated one be

cause under irradiation the physical and mechanical properties 

of the material will change appreciably. 

For a non-irradiated solid the creep rate has been 

assumed to be equal to the product of a function of effective 

stress, a function of temperature and a function of time (22). 

This assumption is justified by the observed data (23) and the 

derived mechanical model for non-irradiated beta-quenched 

uranium at elevated temperatures (24). 
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In spite of the irradiation effect and burn-up, on the 

basis of available experimental data (12, 25, 26), the effec

tive creep rate, è, of fuel elements can, to a great extent, 

be postulated as a function of effective stress, cr, irradia

tion temperature, T, and time of irradiation, t. 

è = # (<r,t,T) (7.1) 

In other words, the effective creep rate can be conveniently 

written as the product of a function of effective stress, F(o), 

a function of irradiation temperature g(T) and a function of 

irradiation time, f(t) 

è = F(o)f(t)g(T) (7-la) 

here the dot refers to a time rate on the basis of flow con

cept. 

As to the function of irradiation temperature, by taking 

the radial temperature variation into account we further 

postulate that the temperature varies with radius r or x 

(= r/rQ) of the fuel element under consideration (for example, 

see Eqs. 6.4a and 6.12). Hence 
i • 

g(T) 5 g[g]_(%) 1 = fx(x) 

and, consequently, Eq. 7.1a becomes 

e = F(cr)f (t)f]_(x) (7.1b) 
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At steady-state condition, the effective stress or F(cr) 

does not vary with the irradiation time, t. This agrees with 

the definition of creep given above. 

Another way, based on the deformation concept, to express 

the creep relations is that the effective creep strain, e, is 

a function of the effective stress, irradiation temperature 

and the time of irradiation 

e = t (d, t, T) (7-2) 

Differentiating this with respect to the time t, it follows 

ê = ô t (cr, t,T)/dt (7.3) 

Now, eliminating t from Eqs. 7.2 and 7-3, we have the effec

tive creep rate as a function of the effective stress, irradi

ation temperature and creep strain 

è = •1(a,e,T) s F1(o)H(e)g(T) (7.4) 

Again, letting the radial temperature variation of the solid 

or the fuel element as a function x (= r/rQ), gg(x), and 

sCs2(x) 3 = f2(x), it yields 

e = F1(cr)H(e)f2(x) (7.4a) 

where F1(cr), H(e) and f2(x) are functions of effective stress, 

effective creep strain and radius of fuel element respectively. 

In order to agree with the definition of creep, e must be 
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produced with, a constant load during creep and plastic flow. 

Furthermore, on the theoretical basis the relationships 

between the effective stress and the creep rate can be repre

sented by the hyperbolic sine law which for high stresses can 

be simply reduced to the exponential law (27)• In practice, 

however, almost all the creep test data have been represented 

by the power creep law. The reason for this practice is that 

when the a versus e curve plotted in the log-log scale is 

simply a straight line. 

Finally, it may be emphasized that, whether the material 

is irradiated or not, the basic relations represented by the 

general equations for creep rate and creep strain given above 

can be applied to any particular creep problem of interest. 

D. Creep Analysis for the Cylindrical Fuel Element 

For a cylindrical fuel element the relations between the 

radial, tangential creep strain rates, êr, è^, and the radial 

displacement rate, ù%. or û (= u^/r^) of the fuel element at 

any radius r or x (= t/tq), based on the flow concept, are 

given by 

where both û and x are non-dimensional. At the same time, the 

«r = dû/ôx 

ê-j. = u/x 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 
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knotm equation of compatibility In terms of the creep strain 

rates of the fuel element can be given by 

x 55T + et - er = — cr = <7'7) 

Denoting the effective creep rate of the fuel element also in 

terms of the creep strain rates by the relation 

® = |(er - et) (7.8) 

Eqs. 7.7 and 7.8 may be combined to give 

, , 
x — 2c — 0 (7.9) 
dx 

Further, from the basic assumption 1, the equation of incom-

pressibility for the components of the creep strain rate, èr, 

e^, G g and the resultant rate of linear dilatations, ê%, due 

partly to thermal expansion, a©, and partly to thermal-cycling 

and radiation dilatation, e-p can be correlated together as 

®r + ®t + ®z " 5®R = 0 (7.10) 

and 

€ĵ  — Œ 0 + 6-|- (7 • ll) 

where a = linear coefficient of thermal expansion 

© = effective or excess temperature as defined pre
viously 

è = rate of change in effective temperature 
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Introduction of Eqs. 7.5 and 7.6 into Eq. 7.10 gives 

®r + ®t = x 4#^" = I = 3èB " *z <7-12) 

Similarly, on the basis of the deformation concepts, the 

corresponding expressions to Eqs. 7.5 through 7.12 can be 

respectively given by 

6r = du/dx (7.5a) 

€t = u/x (7.6a) 

= d(xet)/dx = x (7.7a) 

e = ̂ (er - et) (7.8a) 

2e = x de^/dx (7.9a) 

er + et + ez - 3eR = 0 (7.10a) 

eR = a 0 + e-j- (7.11a) 

er + et = x =  * L t !  = 3 eE " sz (7.12a) 

Either of the two sets of equations, similar to the general 

equations for creep rate and creep strain given above, can be 

used to solve the problem under consideration. In the further 

analysis, we shall use the set of equations based on the 

deformation concept. 

Now, integrating Eq. 7.12a between x = 1 and an arbitrary 
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point x in the fuel zone, it follows 

1 
xu = (xu)Q - j (3eR - ez)xdx < x < 1 

(7.13) 

U = x[uO - J" (3eS - ez>xta] 

or 

*t = # = - ^2 - ez)xdx xi < x < 1 (7-14) 

where uQ = (xu)Q = = tangential strain at rQ or x = 1 

x. = r./r0 = ratio of inner radius to outer radius 
of the fuel zone 

Introducing Eq.. 7.14 into Eq. 7.7a and integrating from x = 1 

to any point x in the fuel zone, it yields 

= - pr + ̂ (3tH • e2)xdx - I feJ"x(3eB - ez)xd* 

Xi < x < 1 
(7.15) 

By substituting Eqs. 7.14 and 7•15 into Eq. 7.8a, the effec

tive creep strain in the fuel zone becomes 

e = - pr + ̂ 2 ̂ 3®r " 6z)xdx ~ ÏÏx fx «fx(3eR " ez x̂dx 

< x < 1 

(7.16) 
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in which UQ, and ez are constant. If eR is a given func

tion of x, then u, ê , er as well as e can be evaluated from 

Bqs. 7.13 through 7.16 respectively. 

On the basis of the plasticity theory, any yield criterion 

for a perfectly plastic material can be expressed in a general 

form (28), 

f(J1,-J2,J5) = 0 (7.17) 

where Jg and are the first three invariants of the 

stress tensor <j^, and the indices i and j usually take values 

of 1, 2 and 3 in the cartesian coordinates. For the cylindri

cal coordinate system the indices i and j refer to the radial, 

tangential and axial axes respectively. Therefore, for the 

problem under consideration, these invariants are defined in 

terms of the principal components of stress, crr, 0^, crz by the 

relations 

s 0^ + cr^ + crz = 3or (7.18) 

1/2 
J2 5 ' (»rCTt + ataz + azai] 

= [l(sr + St + sz)]l/2 '7-19) 

= V3(s2 + \ s2)1/2 

J3 ' ¥t«! (7-20) 

where cr = j(o,r + cr^ + az) 
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sr = ar " a 

s t  
s  <r t  -  â (7.21) 

- * 

in which, by definition, a is the mean normal stress, and s^, 

st, Sg are respectively the components of stress deviation or 

deviatoric stress in the radial, tangential and axial direc

tions. 

Now, from the above discussion and the Mises yield 

criterion, the stress-strain relations for a perfectly plastic 

material under irradiation are given by 

e r  -  eR  = Xs r  = X(s -  |  s z)  

e^. - 6r = Xs^ =-X(s+~ sz) (7.22) 

and 

ez - = Xsz 

e = Xs 

s = | (<ï r  - crt), e = | (e r  -  c t)  
(7.23) 

where X is a multiplier or a parameter, in general, 0 < X < 1, 
for 0 < x < 1. 

Substitution of the last of Eqs. 7.22 and the first of Eqs. 

7.23 into Eq. 7.19 yields 
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X - + |(ez - eH)2̂  (7-24) 

which is a function of the strain components. In turn, e and 

are functions of r or x of the fuel zone. Also Jg is 

generally a function of r or x. (Bote, for simplicity, J2 

defined above differs from the conventional one.) For a given 

fuel material at a given irradiation temperature, however, Jg 

may be considered a constant, i.e. the mean value of the 

second -stress invariant. Since e+  and e„ are constant, Bq. 
•&0 z 

7.24 can be used to determine the parameter X. Once the values 

of X are evaluated, then from Eqs. 7.22 and 7.23, sr, s^, s^ 

and s can be found. 

The known equation of equilibrium in the radial direction 

is given by 

dor 
X — + Cf — O jl. — 0 
dx r t 

or (7.25) 
dar x — -2s 
dx 

The equations of equilibrium in the tangential and axial 

directions make no contribution. By integrating this from 

x = 1 or from x = x^ to any point x in the fuel zone, the 

radial stress produced in the fuel material is 

*r = % - 2 C I2 

X4 < x < 1 (7.26) 
or 
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where s = ~(crr - ort), given in Eq. 7.23 

, 0 = radial stresses at x = 1 and x = x^ of the 
0 i fuel zone respectively 

Here, it should "be noted that based on the basic assumption 4, 

for a perfectly metallic bonding, the radial stresses on the 

outer and inner surface of the fuel are, respectively, equal 

to that on the outer and inner cladding surface of the fuel 

element; or the boundary conditions for the radial stresses on 

the interface are 

in which the subscripts f and c refer respectively to the fuel 

and the cladding. This also holds true for the tangential and 

axial stresses. 

To obtain the tangential stress, ar^, in the fuel zone, 

Eqs. 7.25 and 7.26 or the second of Eqs. J.23 may be employed. 

The latter yields 

Furthermore, from Eqs. 7.21 the axial stress produced in 

the fuel zone becomes 

(7-27) 

i 

at = aT - 2s (7.28) 
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®z = sz + 5 = §[*z - |(®r * ot* 8z)3 - |(«r " "t> + "T 

(7.29) 

in -which sz, s and cr^ are, respectively, given by Eqs. 7.22 

and 7.23 after the parameter X has been evaluated from Eq. 

7.24. 

In summary, by using Eqs. 7.26, 7.28 and 7-29 the compo

nents of stress crr, o^ and az of the fuel zone can be obtained. 

The mechanical stability of a fuel element depends mainly upon 

the stress distribution in the fuel zone and the structural 

strength of the cladding. 

In order to determine the stresses in the inner and outer 

cladding of the fuel element, the basic assumptions 4, 5 and 

6, given previously, are to be employed. 

On the basis of the basic assumption 4, when inner and 

outer cladding surfaces are perfectly integrated with inner 

and outer surfaces of the fuel zone, in addition to Eqs. 7.27, 

the boundary conditions of strain components e r ,  and e z  

also require, Fig 3a, 

= Ki'c at x = x. 
1 (7.30) 
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'vf = <%> = 

(et )„ = (et ) at x = 1 (7.31) 
^0 1 ^0 c 

= (ezQ)c 

Further, from the basic assumption 5, the cladding of the fuel 

element is so thin (compared to the fuel) that the membrane 

theory is applicable. Consequently, the tangential stress, 

across the thickness of the inner cladding is approxi

mately uniform. The radial stress at the interface is crr̂  and 

vanishes at the free surface. Therefore, the equilibrium of 

the radial forces acting on an element of the inner cladding 

as shown in Fig. 3b, becomes 

Bln T - <IJt1>ohi* 

®ri = at x = xi <7'32) 

Similarly, the equilibrium of the radial forces acting on an 

element of the outer cladding, Fig. 3c, is 

Kq'c = • ffrorO/hO at x = 1 (7-33) 

where cr_ = radial stress at the interface of the outer 
0 cladding and outer surface of the fuel zone 

h^ = thickness of the inner cladding 

hQ = thickness of the outer cladding 

The radial stress o_. or tf- can be readily determined 
ri *0 
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Z' z  

(b) ' (c) 

Fig. 3. Cross section of the cylindrical fuel 
element 
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when the corresponding tangential stress (crt or )Q has 

been found. Later, in the calculation for the stress distri

bution in the fuel zone, (cr^)c which is equal to (cr^)^ at 

x = x^, Eq. 7.27, will be determined from the Mises criterion 

of yielding for a cladding material of the fuel element. Then, 

<Jr̂  in the second of Eqs. 7.26 will then be obtained from Eq. 

7.32. 

In most practical cases, cladding materials under irradi

ation and thermal cycling usually become radiation or irradia

tion hardening, but they will not produce any noticeable 

irradiation growth and swelling as the fuel material does. 

Therefore, for the cladding material Eq. 7.Ha reduces to 

eR = ac ec (7.lib) 

In order to take the radiation hardening of the cladding 

material into account, we again use the basic assumptions 1, 

2 and 3 to formulate the stress-strain relations of the 

cladding. Hence, for the zero initial conditions, it follows 

that 

2o"r - o"t - az 
er " ace= = »sr = M r2 

2<J+ - ar„ -
•t " ac0c = »*t = »( * 3 ° -) (7.34) 

2C 7i - <7_ - 0+ 
•, - °ceo = »«, = »l ' 3' -) 

and 
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J20 = [i<=rc + < + <> ]V2 = V3(S2 + | s2 )1/2 (7.35) 

where U may be called the radiation hardening coefficient or 

parameter which depends mainly on yield condition, Irradiation 

temperature and creep strain rate of the irradiated cladding 

material. In general, this parameter is determined experi

mentally for each particular material and each particular 

range of irradiation temperatures. For the analysis under 

consideration, however, P- will be determined by means of a 

simplified semi-analytical process in a more flexible manner. 

It may be recalled from experience in the stress analysis 

of circular cylinders that the magnitude of radial stress is 

usually small compared to that of either tangential or axial 

stress. Particularly, in this case, the radial stresses on 

the free surface of the inner and outer cladding vanish. 

Therefore, in practice, the component of the radial stress in 

the cladding may be neglected, and Eqs. 7.34, 7.35 may be 

simplified. 

3(®rc * ac«c> = »(- fftc " 

3(«tc - %ec) = »(2ote - <JZo) (7.34a) 

3(«Zc " Vc) = »(2«Zo - at<s> 

Jp = (»! - ut a. * al )1/2 (7.35a) 
c xc xc zc zc 
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Bow, solving the first two and the last two equations of Eqs. 

7.34a simultaneously for P-cr+ and <y„ , it yields 
uc 

**tc = etc - ®rc = 2®tc + ®zc " 3acec (7.36) 

®rc + ®tc + ®zc " 3ac®c - ° (7.37) 

% = 

p = (2cZc + etc - 3acec)/(2etc + ez - 3aoec) 
(7.38) 

Eq. 7.37 is, for the cladding, the compatibility equation which 

imposes the necessary restriction on the components of strains 

®rc> *tc> ®zc and acec of the cladding. Of these eZc, ac&c 

are constant, e_. and e* are respectively given by Eqs. 
x c uc 

7.14a and 7.15a at x = x^ or x = 1. 

By substituting Eq. 7.37 into Eq. 7.35a, the simplified 

Mises yield criterion for the cladding material becomes 

J? = (1 - p + P2)1/2 cr+ (7.39) 
ce c 

in which JP may be assumed as a known value when the cladding 
c 

material is given. 

Since 0+ , cr„ and V- can not be determined explicitly 
vc c 

from Eqs. 7.34a alone, it is necessary to use Eqs. 7.36 

through 7.39 to obtain their values consistently by appro

priate adjustment when the value of is given. 

Once the value of 0% is determined, (o1̂  )Q as well as 
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(c*t^)f can a-"-So be found. This is the crucial process to 

determine the creep stresses of the fuel element. The value 

of (ff-fcj_)c satisfies Eqs. 7.36 and 7.39 at x = x^ is then 

introduced into Eqs. 7.32 and 7.38, hence 

% = W/Vl (7.32a) 

= 9(%)c (7.38a) 

Similarly, the value of o+ at the outer radius of the fuel 

zone x = 1 or (tf-tQ)c "which also satisfies Eqs. 7.36 and 7.39 

is used -with Eqs. 7.33 and 7.38, respectively, hence 

% = - hO<0t0'=/rO <7-33a> 

(crz)c = P(<rt)c at x = 1 (7.38%) 

In common practice, the thicknesses of the inner and 

outer cladding of fuel elements are equal, h^ = hQ = h. 

Therefore, Eqs. 7.32a and 7.33a are simply reduced to 

% = h(°t1>c/rOxi (7.32b) 

i?r0 = - h(®t0'o/r0 (7.33b) 

%ien the value of crT̂  given by Eq. 7.32a or 7-32b, is sub

stituted into the second of Eqs. 7.26 therefrom, with the aid 

of Eqs. 7.23 and 7.27, the radial stress distribution in the 

fuel zone can be obtained. Subsequently, the tangential and 
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axial stress distribution in the fuel zone can be found from 

Eqs. 7.28 and 7.29. 

As a result, the creep stress distribution in the fuel 

element is completely determined. Finally, since there is no 

external force acting on the end surface of the fuel element, 

the resultant of the axial forces over the cross section must 

van!sh. Hence 

<*zxdx + (CZc^i^i^i + 1 h0 = 0 (T,40) 

in -which the common factor 2nr^ has been omitted. 

To evaluate these three terms on the left side of Eq. 

7.40, Eqs. 7.25, 7.29, 7.32, 7.33 and 7.36 are used. Hence 

1 1 1 
J cr xdx = | j szxdx + j (cr - s)xdx 
=1 2 =1 ? 

-s = l(»t - v = i = zr- "r - 6 = à 

f " s)ldx = i x " xi%] 
xi i 

1 2 ? ®z " ao9ci 2 
" 2 Vr± = 2 (2etl + «z - 3ae9Cl) *1% 

i 3 ®z ~ ac®co 
(cJZ0)c 1 h0 + 2 % = 2 2ct(j + cz - 3ac0Oo % 

Substitution of these and the last of Eq. 7.21 into Eq. 7*^0 
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yields 

C  " x d x  +  ^ 
ez - «0% 

d = 0 (7.40a) 
2et0 + ez - 3°o9o0 r0 

where e, , e. = tangential strains of the inner and outer 
i 0 cladding at x = x^ and x = 1 respectively 

0 , 0  =  e f f e c t i v e  t e m p e r a t u r e s  o f  t h e  i n n e r  a n d  
1 0 outer cladding at x = x. and x = 1 

respectively 

Eq. 7.40a can be used to check the results of calculation 

if the resultant of the axial forces over the cross section 

of the fuel element vanishes closely. 

E. The State of Plane Strain 

In most practical cases, cylindrical fuel elements are 

used for power reactors. The mean radius of the fuel element 

is usually much greater than its thickness, and, in turn, the 

length of the fuel element is much greater than its mean 

radius. If the end sections of the fuel elements in each fuel 

assembly are so confined that displacement in the axial direc

tion is prevented. Thus there will be no axial displacement 

at the ends and, by symmetry, at the mid-section of the fuel 
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element. This situation may be generalized that the same 

holds at every cross section of the long fuel element. There

fore, in such case, the stress analysis for the fuel element 

may be simplified and considered as a plane strain problem in 

which the axial strain, ez, is zero. 

Furthermore, in applying the Saint-Venant principle to 

the long fuel element, stress distribution at cross sections 

that are distant, compared to the mean radius, from the ends 

of the fuel element is practically uniform. Therefore, the 

stress and strain equations derived above are justified and 

valid for the fuel element under consideration. 

Based on the plane strain problem and the Saint-Venant 

principle discussed above, Eqs. 7-10a, 7.14, 7.15, 7.16, 7.24, 

7.36 and so on automatically reduce to 

er + et • eR = 0 
(7.10b) 

1 

_ 1 1 -T 

^[-H0 + 3 Jx enx4x - 3x fe ^ =Rxâx J 

xi < x < 1 (7.15a) 

e = + 3 AgXdx - f Wa*] < X < 1 

(7.16a) 
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X (7.24a) 

V* = (2et - 3ctc6c)/(jt , etc. (7.36a) 

F. Calculations for Creep Strains and Stresses 

of the Fuel Element 

In the state of plane strain, we begin with the relations 

for the resultant linear thermal and radiation dilatation, e_ 
K 

where a = linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the 
fuel material 

9 = effective radial temperature distribution in the 
fuel material 

Sj = linear strain due to thermal-cycling growth, 
irradiation growth and swelling 

as defined previously. Within the range of a moderate change 

in temperature, a may be assumed as a constant. The value of 

6 is given by Eq. 6.4 or 6.12. For simplicity and practical 

consideration, the value of 9 given by Eq. 6.4a or 6.12a is 

advantageous to use where the experimental, approximate solu

tion for the neutron flux distribution has been utilized. 

Since both thermal-cycling and irradiation growth coeffi

cients, Gt and are exponential functions in characteristics; 

eR = a ® + eI (7.11a) 
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for moderate thermal-cycling growth, irradiation growth and 

swelling, e-j-, in the fuel element it may be assumed that 

xm - x 
eI = eI0e ^ < x < xm 

(7.41) 
x " ^ eI = eIQe ^ < x < 1 

where ey = linear thermal-cycling and radiation dilatation 
0 at xm of the fuel element 

xm = rm/rQ, and rm = mean radius of the fuel element 

How, by using Eqs. 6.4a, 6.12a and 6.22 the effective 

radial temperature distribution, 0, will be given by Eq. 6.24 

or 6.25. Further, by applying the strain and stress equations 

derived above, the creep strains and stresses of the fuel 

element can be calculated when the properties of materials 

and the strain parameters are given. 

The procedure to calculate the components of creep strain 

and stress for the fuel element under consideration is as 

follows : 

1. Calculation for the components of creep strain e^, er 

and e  

In order to calculate these components of the creep 

strain for a known or assumed temperature on the inner surface 

of the fuel zone, 9^, Eqs. 6.24, 7.11a, 7.14a through 7.16a 
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are used. Hence (see Appendix B) 

ct = jr - ̂ 2(1 - - & "i[-1(1 - *2) -111 

" x2ln +is[(1 + bro°2,ïit̂ f(1 ' x4) 

+ |(1 - x2) + In xi + x2ln —-} + br^C^çd - x6) (7.^2) 

- tfu - s5) - - t)(¥ ~ i ™111 xi ~ x2ln ir)} 

- M (l - x2) "I + eT e' ^'(l - X) x. < x < 1 
^ -J x 0 

e r = •  ̂ + & ( i + x 2 ) ® r i + • 1 1  • i n  x i  

+ Z2m f-~] - 5a" [~ (! + br2c2)z2(-lg(l + 3x4) - |-
xi -I 4kx^ L u 4x£ 

+ ̂  + In x^ - x2ln |-3 + br2{~ç(l + 5x6) - ||(1 + 4x5) 

- xj^ - ̂ ) (|- - | - In x1 - 3x2ln |-)} - M2(l + x2) J 

x |x - xmI p 
+ 2- e e (1 - x + X ) x, < X < 1 
x2 10 1 

(7.43) 
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E = !(er - et> 

x 

[ (1 + br^i^t-^d + =4) - \ + I + in 
3aQ 

4kx^L- u 1 >x1 

tr%(l + 2x6) - ||(1 + | x5) - x3(|l - £)( £. i 
2 2 

In xt - 2x2ln |-)} - MgJ + ~ fij 
0 ^ 

< x < 1 (7.44) 

where e+ , eT , , a, g and k, as defined before, are 
^0 x0 i 

respectively the numerical and material parameters, a, b and 

c are constants, and Mg are given by the first two of Eqs. 

6.27 and, referring to Eq. 7.41, 

1% - xm - x 
e = e for xi < x < x^ 

lx ~ ^ml x - x_ 
e ~ e for XJJJ < x < 1 

In order to determine the constants aQ, b and cQ in Eq. 

6.21 or a, b and c in Eq. 6.22, the self-shielding effect of 

fuel material is taken into account. With the thermal neutron 

flux distribution as shown in Pig. 4b, the magnitude of the 
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flux, in neutrons per cm^ per sec, at the inner, mean and 

outer radii of the fuel zone may be approximately assumed 

below: 

0q = 4(1010) for r = r^ or x = x± 

0Q = 5(109) for r = rm or x = xm (7.45) 

0O = 5(1010) for r = rQ or x = 1 

By substituting these values into Eq. 6.21 and solving for 

the constants, it gives 

a = M10'") ' 4|1Ql0' 2 

1 + br^(l - c)2 1 + brQ(x. - c) 
,  ( 7 . 46 )  

b = - = - 2 
roC5(zi-c)2 " 4(l-c)2] r2e8(xm-c)2 - (xi-c)2H 

c = — = (2x2 - 9x2 + 7)/(4xm - 18xi + 14) 

If Eqs. 7.46 are introduced into Eqs. 6.21, 6.22, 6.23, 7.42, 

7.43 and 7.44, the neutron flux distribution 0Q, the volu

metric heat generation rate qy and the components of creep 

strain e^, er and e can be readily found. 

2. Calculation of the radiation hardening coefficient P> and 

the tangential stress crt for cladding material 
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For a given cladding material the linear coefficient of 

thermal expansion, aQ, corresponding to the mean temperature, 

©c, is known. The tangential strain e ĉ of the cladding, with 

aid of the second of Eqs. 7.30 or 7.31, can be obtained from 

Eq. 7.^2, step 1 above. By substituting these values into 

Eqs. 7.36 and 7.39, V> and a+ (= a*. ) either at x = x. or at 
•c0 xf i 

x = 1 can be found after the values of Jp has been assumed c-c 

or obtained experimentally. 

3. Calculation of the parameter X and the second stress 

invariant for fuel material 

For 'a given fuel material, its linear coefficient of 

thermal expansion, <x, corresponding the mean fuel temperature, 

is approximately a constant. By using Eqs. 6.4a and 7.11a 

the resultant linear thermal and radiation dilatation becomes 

eR = ^ \ - n[ I1 + bro°2)(l - 4 ̂  §-> 
1 

+ br2{x3(| - ̂ 2) - x3(|1 - M)in - Mg] 

+ sj e'Z (7.47) 
10 

in which 9, , ML, e% , a, b and c have been defined before 
X C. Q 

(see step 1). Introduction of this and Eq. 7.44 into Eq. 

7.24a yields the results for the determination of the parame-
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ter X when J2 has been known or assumed. In general, J2 or 

the yield strength of fuel material under consideration can 

be found experimentally from a simple shear test. 

4. Calculation for the components of creep stress crr, cr^ 

and az 

First, by using Eqs. 7.27, 7.32 and 7.33 the radial 

stress cr at x = x. or o at x = 1 of the fuel zone can be 
i 1 ro 

determined when cy. at x = x. or x = 1 has been found. Sub-
xc 

stitution of either <y_ or <r into Eqs. 7.26 respectively 
ri r0 

•with the aid of Eqs. 7.23 and 7.44, after performing the 

integration between appropriate limits, yields the radial 

stress distribution in the fuel zone. For example, by intro

ducing the first of Eqs. 7.23 and Eq. 7.44 into the second of 

Eqs. 7.26 and integrating between x = x^ and any point x, the 

resulting equation for the radial stress distribution in the 

fuel zone is obtained. 

"r = % " X i - j - ¥$ - fsn 

+ - fs)(1 + 2 ln xi) +1111 

- #r[(l + broc2)li(- + 1 + 2 la _ JL) 
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• -V*S - *?)} • >r§l-(fc - $)A - K) • ̂  - 4) 
8x£ ; 

v ^ x x^ 

- - xi) - 
xl^ - T)[(| + 2 m xi)ln tj" 

+ |(| + In xi)(-̂  - i) - (In x)2 + (In x̂ )2 J) 

+ 2 M2(̂ 2 " ̂  ] + 2 eI( 
e . i. . 1 X 

x" xt" -• ^ "0 x x2 xi 

+ ±2 eXi " X) 
xi 

(7.48) 

in which the parameter X has been determined from step 3 

above. 

Next, by substituting Eqs. 7.42, 7.43, 7.44, 7.47 and 

the values of X obtained above into Eqs. 7•22 and 7.23 

respectively, thus sr, s^, sz and s are found. 

Finally, introduction of the values of s and sz into Eqs. 

7.28 and 7.29 yields the tangential and axial stress distribu

tions in the fuel zone. 

Of the creep stress distribution determined above these 

three components which represent the principal stress distri

bution developed in the fuel zone due to the thermal and radi

ation effects have great influence on the mechanical stability 
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of the fuel elements used In nuclear reactors. 

Here it may be also noted from Eqs. 7.23 that in the 

particular case when X = 1, the effective stress c = s numeri

cally. 

5. Calculation for the components of creep strain and stress 

of cladding material > 

From the boundary conditions of strain, Eqs. 7.30 and 

7.31, the components of creep strain e~ , e+ and e„ can be 
zc uc c 

readily found when er, and ez, if any, at x = x^ and x = 1 

have been evaluated from Eqs. 7.10a, 7.42 and 7.43 respec

tively. These results obtained must satisfy the conditions 

of compatibility and incompressibility for both fuel and 

cladding materials of the fuel elements. 

At the same time, by using Eqs. 7.34 and 7.38, ov , ot , 1 c c 
cZc> s^, s^, sz and s at x = x^ and x = 1 can be determined. 

These results may be checked with those obtained from the 
I 

preceding step for fuel material. 

6. Finally, Eq. 7.40a is used to check if the resultant of 

the axial forces over the cross section of the fuel element 

vanishes. Otherwise, the procedure outlined above must be 

repeated until Eq. 7.40a is satisfied. Experience shows that 

cladding thickness h (or h^, hQ), cladding mean temperature 

0C and so on need to be adjusted properly in order to render 

Eq. 7.40a practically zero. 
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Here it may be mentioned that the application of the 

membrane theory to thin cladding of the fuel element has 

simplified the calculations in steps 5 and 6 appreciably. 

In order to apply these equations derived for the compo

nents of creep strain and stress and to illustrate the use of 

the procedure outlined above, the following example is chosen. 

Let 

(a) Fuel material (uranium alloy) 

x i  = 0.6 xm = 0.8 

= 580 (10~^4) cm2 P = 18-6 gm/cm3 

0 = 5  (10^°), 5 (10^) neutrons/cm2-sec at x = 1 

Ef = 200 Mev/fission 

9ri = 450°F, 550°F, 650°F at x = x^ 

a = 12 (10~6) in/in-F 

k = 18-8 Btu/ft-hr-F (29) 

= 1.56 Btu/in-hr-F 

J2 = 3,000 psi for ©r̂  = 550 - 650°F 

(b) Cladding material (zircaloy-2) 

0C = 500°F, 600°F 

aQ = 12 (10"6) in/in-F 

kQ = 6.5 Btu/ft-hr-F 

= 0.55 Btu/in-hr-F 

h/r0 = h1/rQ = hQ/r0 = 0.03 

J2C = 17,500 psi for ©c = 500 - 600°F 
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(c) Strain parameters 

et = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 in/in 

eT = 0.005, 0.01 in/in 
x0 

(d) Fraction of heat transferred from inner passage 

of coolant 

B = 0.50, 0.40, 0.30 

Following the procedure outlined above the numerical 

calculations are made below. 

1. Upon substitution of the values for o^, P, E^, x^, x^, 

©r̂ , a, P, k, and ejQ into Eqs. 6.21, 6.23, 6.27, 7.4-2, 

7.43, 7.44 and 7.46 respectively, the constants aQ, a, b, c, 

and Mg are determined and the components of creep strain 

e^, er as well as e are calculated. The values of these 

constants obtained are given below: 

aQ = 3.9947 (1011) neutrons/cm2-sec 

a = 2.2050 (lO1̂ ) Mev/cm^-sec 

= 3.4177 (108) Btu/ft3-hr 

= 1.9778 (105) Btu/in5-hr 

b = 23.60827/r2 c = 0.6075 

Mx = 1.49840 Mg = O.75394 

The results calculated for e t ,  e r  and e  are respectively 

given in Tables 1, 2 and 3, Appendix B. From Table 1, for the 

given thickness of the fuel zone, the distribution of tangen

tial strain varying with the fractions of total heat 
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transferred per unit length of the fuel by the Inner passage 

of coolant Is shown In Pig. 5. Similarly, the variations of 

tangential strain In the fuel zone with the values of eT = 
10 

0.005, 0.010 and with the values of 6r = 450°F, 550°P, 650°P 

are respectively shown in Figs. 6 and 7. From Table 2, the 

variation of radial strain in the fuel zone with the various 

values of is shown in Fig. 8- Por purposes of comparison, 

the components of creep strains e^, er of non-irradiated 

material are also shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 respectively. 

2. By using the second of Eqs. 7.30, (e^)^ = at 

x = x^, the values of (e^.^)c for the inner cladding are 

obtained from the preceding step. Substitution of those 

calculated values of (e^)c and those given values of and 

9C into Eqs. 7.36, 7.38 and 7.39 results in the necessary 

relations to determine the radiation hardening coefficient P 

and the tangential stress )c when the second stress invar

iant JP for cladding material is known. For the zirconium 
c 

alloy, zircaloy-2, within the working temperature range 450° 

to 750°F, the yield strength is about 42,000 psi (30) and the 

creep strength with 15$ cold worked conditions is between 

10,000 and 22,000 psi (31). On the basis of these experi

mental data of zircaloy-2, it appears appropriate to take the 

value J2C = 17,500 psi so that from Eq. 7.39 it is found 

(<ytl)c = 20,000 psi for ©c = 500 - 600°F. 
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3. With the given values for 9%.^, x^, xm, a, 0 and the calcu

lated values of a, b, c, and Mg, from Eq. 7.47 the result

ant linear thermal and radiation dilatation is computed. 

The resulting values of eg for the two different temperatures 

of 6._. and the two different radiation strains of ex are 
ri 0 

given in Table 4, Appendix B, and also shown in Pig. 9* It 

is seen that eg increases with e^ more rapidly than eg in

creases with 9r̂ . 

By introducing the values eg and e calculated above into 

Eq. 7.24a the relation to determine the parameter X is 

obtained. For uranium metal at 1000°F, the yield strength 

is approximately in the neighborhood of 4000-5500 psi (32). 

Therefore, on the conservative side, the value for Jg in this 

case is taken to be J g = 3,000 psi. From the above resulting 

relation of Eq. 7.24a, the numerical values for X are then 

determined and given in Table 5, where the condition, 

0 < X < 1 for x^ < x < 1, is satisfied. 

4, By substituting the value of (^t^c 20,000 psi, com

pression) obtained from step 2 and the value h^/rQ (= 0.03) 

given above into Eq. 7.32, the radial stress for the inner 

cladding is found. Furthermore, combination of the second of 

Eqs. 7.27 and Eq. 7.32 determined the radial stress on the 

inner surface of the fuel zone. In this particular case, 

<x = - 1,000 psi. Now, use of Eq. 7.4-8 with the given values 
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of a, 0, 9r̂ , k, x^, xm, eand. the calculated values 

of a, b, c, Mg and X yields results for the radial stress 

distribution in the fuel zone. These radial creep stresses 

are given in Table 6, Appendix B. 

Similarly, by introducing Eq. 7*^7 and the value of X 

into the last of Eq. 7-22, the axial stress deviation, sz, is 

found. In addition, by substituting Eq. 7.44 and the value 

of X into the first of Eqs. 7.23, the effective stress, s, is 

obtained. 

Therefore, introduction of the respective values of s 

and sz into Eqs. 7.28 and 7.29 yield the tangential and axial 

stress distributions produced in the fuel zone. The results 

of these tangential and axial stresses are also given in 

Table 6. From this table the radial, tangential and axial 

stress distributions at the three different cases are respec

tively shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12. It is seen from this 

particular problem that the radial, tangential and axial 

stress distributions for each case are similar in pattern. 

5. From the membrane theory of thin cladding and the boundary-

conditions of strain, Eqs. 7.30 and 7.31, the components of 

strain, e,, and e+ at x = x^ and x = 1 are readily obtained 
1 c uc ± 

because er and on the interface of the fuel and cladding 

materials have been found in step 1. In the state of plane 

strain under consideration, it requires eẑ  = eZc = 0 identi-
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cally. 

JLt the same time, on the basis of the membrane theory and 

the boundary conditions of stress, Eqs. 7.27, ov , cr+ , , 
c °C zc 

s , Sg and s at x = x^ and x = 1 are also readily obtained. 

6. FLnally, a check for Eq. 7.40a shows that the resultant 

of tiie axial forces over the cross section of the fuel element 

is practically equal to zero. 

Results obtained from the calculation of this example 

reveaZL several interesting points in regard to the stability 

of the fuel elements, i.e. 

1. liie tangential strain, e+/e+ , is the lowest when the X Uq 

amount of heat transferred from internal and external 

passages of coolant is even, Fig. 5. 

2. ïor a given value of the tangential strain produced 

at the inner surface of the fuel zone increases with 

or ej, Fig. 6. This will cause physical instability of 

the fuel element. 

3. Die higher the inner surface temperature 9r̂  is, the 

greater the compressive tangential strain, e^./e^, at 

x = will be, Fig. 7• 

4. A weaker or thinner outer cladding which may give a 

relatively large value of e.j. tends to release the radial 

strain, er, on one side, as shown in Pig. 8, while a 

Harge stress will be produced in the cladding on th'e other 
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side. 

The resultant linear thermal and radiation dilatation, e 

increases with and e T ,  Fig. 9 ,  as expected. 
xi -L 

For a given value of ciT̂ > the components of stress, crr, 

cf. and cr„ decrease with eT , Figs. 10, 11 and 12. z z 

The order of magnitude of neutron flux as well as total 

integrated neutron flux distributed in the fuel is one 

of the controlling factors to the stability of the fuel 

element. (Compare Figs. 6 and 8-) 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

From the foregoing realistic study for the stability of 

cylindrical fuel elements used in nuclear power reactors, the 

following conclusions may be drawn. 

1. Both uranium alloy gamma-phase fuel elements and uranium-

compound dispersion fuel elements are of interest and have 

considerable promise with respect to the demands for 

greater thermal efficiency and economic operation in the 

production of nuclear power. Although ceramic fuel ele

ments have recently gained ground, the inherent advantages 

of metallic fuel elements still hold basic incentives. 

It is believed that the combination of ceramic and metal

lic fuel elements which would combine the advantages of 

both ceramic and metal fuels will become more promising 

and important in the future development. 

2. Both metallic and ceramic fuel elements exhibit, more or 

less, thermal-cycling growth, irradiation growth and 

swelling in nuclear power reactors. Fortunately, the 

thermal-cycling growth which, for a given fuel material, 

depends only on cycling variables or transient states of 

the system does not become serious for steadily operating 

power reactors. The irradiation growth occurs merely at 

relatively low temperatures and the growth rate falls to 

zero in the neighborhood of 450°C (8). The irradiation 
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swelling, however, occurring at relatively high tempera

tures, great rates and high percentages of burn-up of the 

fuel material is really one of the serious problems in 

power-reactor operation, performance and, economics, be

cause there is a continual desire for higher operating 

temperatures and higher burn-ups in power-producing 

reactors. 

Creep of uranium is greatly accelerated by irradiation 

and presents another serious problem imposed on the suc

cessful operation, performance and economics of power 

reactors. In fact, the thermal and irradiation creep has 

a direct effect on the stability of the fuel elements in 

the production of nuclear power. It may be possible that 

thermal and irradiation creep eventually interact in the 

nuclear fuel materials. 

Excessive creep stresses and strains produced in a fuel 

element are the direct cause for an instability of the 

fuel element which, in turn, may damage fuel assembly, 

block the coolant passages and, consequently, affect the 

operation of the power reactor. 

The thermal and irradiation creep analysis for the stress 

as well as the strain distribution in the fuel element 

given realistically above reveals the primary, interesting 

facts as follows : 

(a) The principal components of stress, crr, c^, cfz in 
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this particular case, decreases with increasing 

linear thermal-cycling and radiation dilatation e-^ 

as shown in Pigs. 10, 11 and 12. This is probably 

due to relief of stresses through the thermal and 

irradiation creep and increase in tensile strength 

of the fuel and cladding materials by irradiation. 

The principal components of strain, er, increase 

rapidly with the linear thermal-cycling and radiation 

dilatation gjq, in comparison to that without the 

thermal-cycling and radiation dilatation = 0, as 

shown in Pigs. 6, 7 and 8. 

The order of magnitude of the neutron flux as well 

as the total integrated flux distributed in the fuel 

zone and contained in those terms of act in Eqs. 7-4-2, 

7.43, 7.44, 7.47 and 7.4-8 has great effect on the 

creep stresses and strains developed in the fuel 

element. The greater the flux is, the higher the 

creep stresses and strains will be. 

The cladding material provides structural strength 

and corrosion protection for the fuel material under 

consideration. Therefore, the strength and behavior 

of the cladding material are the important factors 

governing the creep strains, Pig. 8, and the mechani

cal integrity of the fuel element. 

While ejQ is an important physical strain parameter, 
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e-tg is a significant mechanical strain parameter in 

the creep strain and stress equations derived above. 

In fact, both eand have very important influ

ence on the physical and mechanical stability of the 

fuel element. An excessive amount of either strain 

parameter could cause the fuel element to become 

unstable in the reactor operation. 

(f) It is evident from the creep stress and strain equa

tions derived and the numerical results obtained in 

the calculation above that a thermoelastic or a non-

irradiated inelastic analysis for stress and strain 

distribution in the fuel elements used for nuclear 

power reactors is inadequate. 

6. Finally, the thermal, radiation creep, the radiation 

damage and the desired higher operation temperatures and 

bum-ups of the fuel material pose an important scientific 

and technological problem in the development of a fuel 

element that must have physical and mechanical stability 

for the successful operation, performance and economics 

in the production of nuclear power. 
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XI. APPENDIX A: THE SOLUTIONS FOR NEUTRON 

FLUX DISTRIBUTION 

The basic neutron diffusion equations for the lattice 

cell in the cylindrical coordinate system are given by 

2 
d 00 1 d(2fn 2 -

+ ; dT - Vo = ° ?i 2 r < To (4.1b) 

d^ 
- + i - *101 + = 0 0 < r < r, (4.2b) 

,2 r dr 1 1 1 1 
dr 

vB2 = 0 (4.3b) 
dr 

The general solution for Eq. 4.1b is given by 

0O = C1IQ(H0r) + 02Ko(K0r) (a) 

For Eqs. 4.2b and 4.3b the complementary solutions of the 

homogeneous parts and the particular solutions of the inhomo-

geneous parts are, respectively, given by 

= °3 I0(Hlr) + 5A("lr| 01p = 

02 = (K2r) + ̂ 6^0 (K2r̂  ^2p = 

Hence, the complete solutions for Eqs. 4.2b and 4.3b are 

01 = C3I0(H1r) + C4K0(H1r) + q^/Z^^ 0 < r < r± (b) 
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02 = C5I0(H2r) + 06Ko(x2r) + rQ < r < ̂  (c) 

where 

I (xnr), In(K-1r), I (% r) = the modified Bessel functions of 
the first kind of the zero order 

Kq (xQr), E (^r) , Kq(h r) = the modified Bessel functions of 
the second kind of the zero order 

Cp Og, •••, Og = integration constants 

Of the problem the boundary conditions used to determine these 

integration constants are as follows : 

The required, physical condition 

0Q = finite value for r = 0 (d) 

The continuity conditions of neutron flux on the interfaces 

0Q = 01 at r = r1 (e) 

0Q = 02 at r = rQ (f) 

The continuity conditions of neutron current on the interfaces 

<^0 ^ t \ 

"or^iF at r = ri (s) 

à-0Q 5-0O . /, X 

0 dr" = D2 dF~ a r ~ r0 (h) 

The condition that there is no net flow of neutron current 

at the outside boundary of the lattice cell 

60 2 
-— = 0 for r = r-i (i) 
dr x 
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From (b) and (d), when r = O, KQ(x^r) =00, it is necessary 

to take O4 = 0 so that 

0± = G31q{KIT) + q1/Eai O < r < r1 (4.4) 

From (c) and (i) at r = r^, it gives 

(d02/dr)^__^ = x2$2 05Ii(x2r1) - °6Ki(x2ri) 3 = ° 

°5 =  °6 K l^ x 2 r l^ / Z l l^ H 2 r l^  (3)  

hence 

C 
*2 = I1(4r1)[Kl(,c2rl)Il('tOr) + ̂ (^ilKglKgr) ] + l2-.1**2*1/ U a J. - W E&2 

r
0 < r < rx (4.5) 

From (a), (e) and Eq. 4.4, it follows that 

C l I 0 ( K O r i )  +  °2 K 0 U 0 r i )  = °3 I o'*l r i )  +  

or 

°3 = [Vo'Vi '  +  WW - 5~]/ I 0 ( ' ' l r i )
( k )  

From (a), (g) and Eq. 4.4, it also gives 

D0*oC °iIl K̂Ori^ ~ °2Kl Ĥ0ri^ = D1K10-5I1(n1ri) 

so 

03 = D0x0E CiIi(xori) " °2Kl Ĥ0ri) I3/;DlKlIl(Hlri) 
(«0 

From (k) and (-t), O5 is eliminated. Thus 
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ClCI0(KOri)Il(Hlri) " DnK Io(KOri Îo(Hlri^ 3 - Il ĤOri ̂ 
1 

^2 [- X1 ( Klri ) ̂"0 (KOri ) + Zo (XlrVKVKOri) ̂ 

or 

Cx — G — Ĉ S. (m) 

where 

s = " 5̂ ' 3 

(n) 

0̂*0 
Ii(xiri)Ko(xori) + 57*7 Io(*iri)Ki(Kori) 

h = —-

I0 X̂Ori Îl Ĥlri^ " I0 K̂Ori Î0 K̂lri^ 

I (x0r. ), I-1(x-lrJj), I-, (Xpr-, ) h the modified Bessel func
tions of the first kind of 
the first order 

K-, (xnr. ), E1(x1r. ), K-, (x0rn ) = the modified Bessel func
tions of the second kind 
of the first order 

By substituting (m) into (a), it yields 

0Q = & yr- V KOr) " °2l-HI0 K̂0r̂  " W > 3  

(4.6) 
0 < r < r^ 

By introducing Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6 into (f) and (h) respec-
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tively, it can "be checked that 

^2 K1(x2r1)I1(H2r) + I1(K2r1)E0(H2r) j + 
q2 
z 
a2 

r0 < r < r1 (4.5) 

for the neutron flux; and it also determines the constants 

below: 

0 - D0H0 ĜIl(HQr0) " C2 ĤIl(*Qro) * gl(xOrC))3 JIl(*2rl^ 
6 ~ D2x2 K1(H2r1)I0(H2r0) - I1(H2r1)K1(*2r0) 

(o) 

°2 = 
G H 1q ~ ^l K̂OrO ̂ ^ ] + 

HCWb) ~ I!(xOrO) ^-1 ~ CKo(Koro) + K]_(*0r0^ ^ -I 

(p) 

where 

j = I>0xQ̂ Kl(,c2rl)]:0(,c2r0) + I1(H2r1)K1(H2r0) J 

"̂ 2*2 H ̂1 ( *2rl ) IQ ( *2r0 ̂ " I1̂ 2rl)Kl(x2r0)̂  
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HI. APPENDIX B: RESULTS OP THE CALCULATION 

By using Eqs. 6.24, 7.11a, 7.14a, 7.15a and 7.16a 

e = er. + || Mx In |- - zS (1 + tr?o2) (j£ - I? In §-) 
^ i L 0 2 i 

+ tr2{x3(| - f) - z3(& - |-) - M2] <6'24) 

eR = a e + e (7.11a) 

*t = ;2 [ € t  "  3  J *  eRxàxJ xjL < x < 1 (7.14a) 

er = - % + 3î* vdx - 3* h r ] 

X, < X < 1 
i _ -

= = l(er " S' 

i [ -  e t 0  
+  3 ^  e R I t a  -  ¥  h  £  e R x d * ]  

Xj, < x < 1 

(7.15a) 

(7.16a) 

and integrating between the limits x = 1 and any point x 

within the fuel zone, Eqs. 7.42, 7.43 and 7.44 for the compo

nents of creep strain, eer and e are obtained. Further, by 

using Eqs. 6.4a, 6.22, 6.24, the first of Eqs. 7.23, the 
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second of Eqs. 7.26 and Eq. 7.41 

P 

® = 6r1 + k ln f" J* Vdr " £ J* r «T Vdrdr 

1 ri ri ri 

= + ir 1% #- I " Y f £ f <ivxdxdx 

1 X1 xi xi 

x1 < x < 1 (6.4a) 

\ = a[ 1 + br2(x - c)2 3 (6.22) 

e = Xs (7.23a) 

X 
cr = cr - 2j ^ x. < x < 1 (7.26a) 
r i x± 

1% - %ml I \ \ 
e  =  e T  e (7.41) 
1 0 

Eqs. 7.47 and 7.4g for and crr are respectively found after 

(7+ has been determined from Eqs. 7.36 and 7.39 and cf^ deter
ge rl • 

mined from Eq. 7.32. 

Finally, with the aid of the last of Eqs. 7.22, the 

components of stress cr and crz can be obtained from Eqs. 7.28 

and 7.29 respectively. 

eR = X sz (7.22a) 

crt = crr - 2s (7-28) 

= § sz - s + crri (7-29) 
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"With the data given for the example, the results calculated 

from these equations are tabulated below. 

Table 1. Tangential strain 

(a) 0=5 (10"*""*") neutrons/cm2-sec at outer radius Tq of fuel 
zone 

~ ̂ max 
0 = 550°F, C+ = 0.03, ST = 0.005 
ri 0 i0 

X et 

3=0.50 

(10-3) 

et 

9 =0.4o 

(10"3) 

et 

9=0.30 

do"3) 

V=t0 

9=0.50 

V6t 0  

3=0.40 

Vet0 

9=0.30 

0.6 -5.68 3.40 12.47 -0.189 0.113 0.416 

0.7 10.36 16.61 22.86 0.345 0.554 0.762 

0.8 20.37 24.29 27-14 0.679 0.810 0.905 

0.9 25.66 27.51 29-35 0.855 0.917 0.978 

1.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Table 1 (Continued). 

(b) 0=5 (lO^O) neutrons/cm2-sec at rQ 

©r = 550°F, e + = 
i u0 

0.03) P = 0.50 

X et et et Ve t0 
6t /et0 

eT =0 eT =0.005 
Io , ^ , 
(10-3) (io"3) 

eT =0.01 
0 
(10-3) 

eT =0 
0 

eT =0.005 
x0 

eT =0.01 
io 

0.6 62.66 42.30 21.94 2.089 1.310 0.731 

0.7 43.31 38-76 28.61 1.630 1.292 0.954 

0.8 40.15 35.46 30.77 1.338 1.182 1.026 

0.9 34.24 32.19 30.14 1.141 1.073 1.005 

1.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 

(c) 
*1 "1 O 

0 = 5  (10 ) neutrons/cm -sec at rQ 

e+ =0.03, P = 0.50, 
^0 

0
 

11 0
 

H
 

to 005 

X et et ®t Ve t0 Vet0 =Veto 

e ri=450°P 

(10-3) 

0 =550°P 
1 1 
(10-3) 

er =650°p 

(10-3, 
v 

II
 )8
 0 

hx
j 6r.=550°P eri=65o°: 

0 .6 -2.48 -5.68 -8* 88 -0 .083 -0.189 -0.296 

0 .7 +11.65 +10.36 +9.07 +0 

0
0
 0
0
 

+0.345 +0.302 

0 .8 +21.39 +20.37 +19.35 +0 .713 +0.679 +0.645 

0 .9 +26.08 +25.66 +25.24 +0 .869 +0.855 +0.841 

1 .0 +30.00 +30.00 +30.00 +1 .000 +1.000 +1.000 
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Table ! 2. Radial strain er 

(a) 0 — 5 (101®) neutrons/cm2-sec at rQ 

S 
= 550°?, 3=0. 50 , 6 rr — 

0 
0.005 

X er G 
r er er 

e*. =0.005 
0 
(10-3) 

e+ =0.01 
0 i 
do'3) 

e+ =0.02 
o 
(10™5) 

G+ =0.03 
0 i do"3) 

0.6 71.57 57.68 29.90 

CM 1—1 OJ 

0.7 79.79 69.59 49.19 28-78 

0.8 94.93 87-12 71.49 55.86 

0.9 108.40 102.23 89.88 77.53 

1.0 97.66 97.66 82.66 72.66 

(b) fl = 5 (10^) neutrons/cm2-sec at r 
0 

CD 

= 550°?, 3 = 0.50, e-r = 
x0 

0 

X er 

e+ =0.005 
0 ^ (10™3) 

er 

e+ =0.02 
0 1 (1er3) 

er 

e + =0.03 
0 1 

do - 3 )  

0.6 32.89 -8.78 -36.56 

0.7 53.66 +22.46 +2.05 

0.8 72.12 +48.68 +33.05 

0 . 9  89.78 +71.26 +58.91 

1.0 79.34 +64.34 +54.34 
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Table 3. Effective strain e (from Table lb and Table 2, 

e = |(er - et) ) 

0=5 (1010) neutrons/cm^-sec at rQ 

9r̂  = 550°?, P = 0.50, = 0.03 

x e e e 

eT =0 e-r =0.005 eT =0.01 
1° *0 I0 
(10"5) (10-3) (10"J) 

0.6 -49.61 3.90 33.42 

0.7 -23.43 9.21 27.68 

0.8 -3.55 17-75 38-89 

0.9 +12.34 25-94 37.29 

1.0 +12.17 21.33 30.49 

Table 4. Resultant linear 
eR 

thermal and radiation dilatation 

0 = 5  (10^) neutrons/cm2-sec at TQ 

S = 
550°?, 9 = 0.50 

x eR 

eio=° 

(ID" 3 )  

eR 
giq=0.005 

CIO"3) 

eR 
eT =0.01 
-i-O 

CIO" 3 )  

0.6 

0.7 
0.8  
0 .9  
1.0 

6.60 

7.37 

7.92 
8.10 
7-88 

12.70 
12.89 
12.92 
12.62 
13.98 

18-80 
18.41 
17.92 
19.14 
20.08 
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Table 5. The parameter X, (psl)"-1-

0 = 5  (10̂ °) neutrons/cm2-sec at rQ 

e„ = 550°P, 9 = 0.50, e+ = 0.03 
Ii L0 
af = 20,000 psi, Jo = 17,500 psi, V- = 3.33 (10-6) (psl)"1 

c c 
J2 = 3,000 psi, crr̂  = -1,000 psi 

X X X X 

eT =0 
10 
(10-5) 

eT =0.005 
x0 
(10-5) 

eT =0.01 
I0 

(10-5) 

0.6 3.6327 2.5230 1.5773 

0.7 2.8473 2.3280 1.8913 

0.8 2.3520 2.1467 1.9890 

0.9 2.0167 1.9873 1.9860 

1.0 1.7760 1.8660 1.8280 
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Table 6. Radial, tangential and axial stresses 

0=5 (1010) neutrons/cm2-sec at rg 

= 550°F, p = 0.50, = 0.03, crr> = -1,000 psi 

x *z/*ri 

eT =0 eT =0 eT =0 
0 10 IQ 

0.6 -1.000 -4.450 -2.998 
0.7 -0.177 -3.613 -2.282 
0.8 +0.971 -2.443 -1.242 
0.9 +2.210 -1.186 -0.091 
1.0 +3.678 +0.300 +1.323 

0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 

Vrj. 

St =0.005 
-*-0 
-1.000 
-0.169 
+0.742 
+1.674 
+2.721 

<V% 

:T =0.005 
^0 
-4.354 
-3.499 
-2.562 
-1.566 
-0.495 

eT =0.005 
x0 
-3.432 
-2.665 
-1.813 
-0.974 
-0.011 

0 . 6  
0.7 
0 . 8  
0.9  
1 . 0  

v ®ri 
e-r =0.01 
0 
-1.000 
-0.322 +0.430 +1.142 
+2.052 

eT =0.01 
x0 
-3.782 
-3.348 
-2.664 
-1.944' 
-1.230 

eT =0.01 

-4.179 
-3.295 
-2.468 
-1.852 
-1.246 
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